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IMPORTANT NOTICES
We suggest you read the following guide to buying at BCVA in conjunction with our full Terms & Conditions at the back of the
catalogue.
HOW TO BID
To register as a buyer with us, you must register online or in person and provide photo and address identification by way of a
driving licence photo card or a passport/identity card and a utility bill/bank statement. This is a security measure which
applies to new registrants only.
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If you cannot attend an auction in person, BCVA can bid on your behalf, acting upon your instructions to secure an item for
you at the lowest possible price as allowed by other bids and reserves.
You can leave bids in person, through our website, by email or telephone - detailing your intended bids clearly, giving your
price limit for each lot (excluding Buyer’s Premium and VAT). We cannot accept liability for failure to execute such bids or for
errors or omissions. All bids must be received before the start of the sale (10am GMT) in order to ensure placement. If we
receive more than one bid of the same value the first one received will take precedence. Bids may be rounded down to the
nearest amount consistent with the auctioneers bidding increments.
ONLINE BIDDING
To register for live bidding or to follow the sale online please visit www.ibidder.com, this service incurs an additional fee of
3% of the hammer price (plus VAT, if applicable).
CONDITION REPORTS
All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and sold as seen. Bidders must satisfy themselves as to the condition
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email, our website, or ibidder.com. Requests for condition reports must be submitted by 4pm on the day prior to the auction.
Please note that we are unable to give verbal condition reports for any lot.
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price for items up to £150,000. The commission then reduces to 12% plus VAT for items with a hammer price of £150,001 and
over.
In the event that a lot has an asterisk (*) beside the lot number in the catalogue, this indicates that the item is owned by an
entity or company required to pay VAT for which an extra 20% is payable on the hammer price. Normal buyer’s premium
applies.
PAYMENT & COLLECTION
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to £9,000), debit or credit card with chip and pin. We do not accept card payments over the phone, cheques, American
Express or Diners Club cards.
LOCATION
BCVA, Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off Hungerford Road), Brislington, Bristol, BS4 5HP is
situated close to the A4 Bath Road. From the A4 take the A4174, at the first
roundabout take the first exit onto West Town Lane/B3119. Take the first left onto
Hungerford Road, Yelverton Road is approx. 100 metres on the left.
PARKING
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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THE VEHICLE SECTION
WILL BE OFFERED FOR SALE AT 1PM
PLEASE NOTE: THE FOLLOWING APPLIES TO VEHICLES
•

Buyers Premium at the rate of 20% (plus VAT) will be added to the hammer price.

•

On the sale of selected commercial vehicles, in addition to the Buyer's Premium, VAT at the
current rate of 20% will be added to the hammer price. These vatable Lots will be indicated
with an asterisk (*) next to the Lot number.

•

Prospective buyers are advised to view and inspect before bidding and they, (and any
independent experts on their behalf), must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any
description and condition applied to a lot.

•

We do not carry out exhaustive tests on any lot.

•

All motor vehicles are sold with no warranty, including odometer readings, any mechanical,
electronic or component parts. It is the purchaser's responsibility to ensure that they may
safely and lawfully be driven on the highway.

•

Payment of vehicles will only be accepted by bank transfer, cash, debit or credit card.
Vehicles not paid for and collected within 3 working days of the auction will be subject to a
storage charge of £5 (plus VAT) per day or part thereof.

•

CAR
1167
A 2011 Volkswagen Golf SE TDI five
door estate, registration number
BG61 HRN, 1598cc, diesel, manual,
no former keepers, MOT expired 21
September 2018, mileage reading at
last MOT 77,792 (Not Warranted),
V5 document available (Deceased
Estate).
Please Note: This lot is subject to
20% Buyers Premium plus VAT (24%
in total)
£2,000 - 2,500

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

DAY ONE
FRAGRANCES
AND TOILETRIES
1*
Twelve boxed as new Body Shop eye
shadow palettes and a Love Urban
60 piece vanity case.
£30 - 40
2*
Six Laura Mercier Translucent loose
setting powder 29g.
£30 - 40
3*
Six Laura Mercier Translucent loose
setting powder 29g.
£30 - 40
4*
Six Laura Mercier Translucent loose
setting powder 29g.
£30 - 40
5*
Six Laura Mercier Translucent loose
setting powder 29g.
£30 - 40
6*
Six Laura Mercier Translucent loose
setting powder 29g.
£30 - 40
7*
Two Dior Ultra Dior couture palettes
together with five other cosmetic
items to include Mac, Lancome and
Estee Lauder.
£30 - 40
8*
La Mer The Eye Concentrate (15ml),
Hermes Eau d'Orange Verte
moisturizing balm (200ml), Estee
Lauder Advanced Time Zone (50ml)
and Lancôme Visionnaire advanced
multi-correcting program.
£40 - 60
9*
Twelve assorted parfums to include
Britney Spears, Halloween man,
Adidas, Laghmani gold, revitalist
women.
£30 - 40
10*
A quantity of cosmetics/toiletries to
include La Roche-Posey, Ted Baker,
Christie Brinkley, Manuka Doctor,
Estee Lauder, Chanel (Approximately
35 items).
£30 - 40

11*
Antonio Banderas The Secret eau de
toilette (200ml), Paco Rabanne 1
Million eau de toilette (200ml),
Guerlain Musc noble eau de parfum
(125ml) and Viktor & Rolf
Flowerbomb Bloom eau de toilette
(50ml).
£40 - 60
12*
Two Victoria Secrets gift sets, ten
Victoria secret fragrance mist, eight
fragrance lotion.
£30 - 40
13*
Two La Mer The Treatment Lotion
(150ml) together with La Mer The
Tonic (200ml).
£40 - 60
14*
A quantity of cosmetics/toiletries to
include Molton Brown, Lush, Kiehl's,
Clinque, The Body Shop, L'Occitane
(Approximately 35 items).
£30 - 40
15*
Two Dolce & Gabbana The One Grey
eau de toilette (50ml), one Dolce &
Gabbana The Only One eau de
parfum (50ml) and one Viktor & Rolf
Bon Bon eau de parfum (30ml), all
boxed as new.
£30 - 40
16*
Three boxed as new DCL C Scape
high potency eye treatments (15ml).
£30 - 40
17*
A Balmain de ebene eau de toilette
(250ml) (Damage to box).
£30 - 40
18*
Six boxed as new Laura Mercier
Translucent loose setting powders
(29g).
£30 - 40
19*
Five Ralph Lauren eau de toilettes to
include Polo Sport eau de toilette (2
x 125ml), Polo Red (125ml), Polo
Blue (125ml) and Ralph Love
(100ml).
£30 - 40
20*
Three Calvin Klein One eau de
toilette (2 x 200ml) and one Calvin
Klein All eau de toilette (200ml).
£20 - 30

21*
Two Calvin Klein CK IN 2U Him eau
de toilettes (2 x 150ml) and one
Calvin Klein CK IN 2U Her eau de
toilette(150ml).
£20 - 30
22*
Six Heidi Klum Shine gift sets and
seven Vespa for her gift sets.
£20 - 30
23*
Aqua Noir eau de parfum (100ml),
Pour Homme De Caron eau de
toilette (200ml), Marbert Personality
eau de toliette (125ml) and two
Joop! parfum (2 x 75ml unboxed).
£20 - 30
24*
Chanel Chance eau de toilette
(150ml), Givenchy eau de parfum
(100ml) and Narciso Rodriguez for
her eau de parfum (150ml).
£30 - 40
25*
Six boxed as new Laura Mercier
Translucent loose setting powders
(29g).
£30 - 40
26*
One Dolce & Gabbana The One for
men eau de toilette (50ml), one
Dolce & Gabbana The One eau de
toilette (30ml), one Hugo Boss Just
Different eau de toilette (125ml) and
one Davidoff Hot Water eau de
toilette (60ml), all boxed as new.
£20 - 30
27*
A Christian Dior La Colle Noire eau
de parfum (125ml) (Very slightly
used).
£30 - 40
28*
Six as new OUAI Haircare hair and
body shine mist (107g).
£30 - 40
29*
Two boxed as new Dior J'adore eau
de parfum (100ml).
£30 - 40
30*
A quantity of parfum/eau de toilette
to include Jeanne Arthes Love Never
Dies, Tea Rose eau de toilette, Anna
Sui Fairy Dance and Next travel size
eau de toilettes (Approximately 10
items).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

31*
Two boxed as new Dior J'adore eau
de parfum (100ml).
£30 - 40
32*
Six as new OUAI Haircare Hair &
Body shine Mist (107g).
£30 - 40
33*
A Ralph Lauren Polo Supreme Oud
eau de parfum (125ml).
£30 - 40
34*
Eight Roberto Cavalli Just Cavalli
Men eau de toilette spray 90ml.
£30 - 40
35*
Seven Roberto Cavalli Just Cavalli
Men eau de toilette spray 90ml.
£30 - 40
36*
Five boxed as new Vitalite ReVive
energizing hydration mist (28.4ml).
£50 - 60
37*
Six as new OUAI Haircare hair and
body shine mist (107g).
£30 - 40
38*
Paco Rabanne One Million eau de
toilette (200ml), Giorgio Armani
Code parfum pour homme (110ml),
Versace Eros eau de toilette (200ml)
and Police To Be Mr Beat eau de
toilet for men (125ml).
£30 - 40
39*
Two Calvin Klein Obsession for men
eau de toilette (2 x 125ml), Davidoff
Hot Water eau de toilette (110ml)
and Davidoff Cool Water eau de
toilette (200ml).
£20 - 30
40*
Two Moschino Cheap and Chic eau
de toilette (2 x 50ml), Elizabeth
Arden 5th Avenue After Avenue eau
de parfum (125ml), Elizabeth Arden
5th Avenue eau de parfum (125ml),
Elizabeth Arden Splendor eau de
parfum 125ml).
£20 - 30
41*
Six boxed as new Laura Mercier
Translucent loose setting powders
(29g).
£30 - 40

42*
Three boxed as new DCL Peptide
Plus eye treatments (15ml).
£40 - 60
43*
Two boxed as new Dior J'adore eau
de parfum (100ml).
£30 - 40
44*
Tom Ford Neroli Portofino all over
body spray (150ml), Tom Ford
Tuscan Leather all over body spray
(150ml) and Tom Ford Orchid Soleil
hydrating emulsion (150ml).
£20 - 30
45*
A Dior Sauvage deodorant
vaporisateur spray (150ml), a Giorgio
Armani Code eau de toilette (125ml),
a Loewe pour homme eau de toilette
(200ml).
£30 - 40
46*
A Christian Dior Oud Ispahan eau de
parfum (250ml) and a Christion Dior
Sakura eau de parfum (125ml).
£30 - 40
47*
Six as new OUAI Haircare Hair &
Body shine Mist (107g).
£30 - 40
48*
Five boxed as new Vitalite ReVive
energizing hydration mist (28.4ml).
£50 - 60
49*
A quantity of Lavera products to
include body wash and shower
creams.
£20 - 30
50*
Six boxed as new Laura Mercier
Translucent loose setting powders
(29g).
£30 - 40
51*
Thirty three Victoria's Secret
fragrance mists, twelve fragrance
body lotions and two body washes.
£40 - 60
52*
A quantity of cosmetics to include
Crabtree&Everlyn, the White
Company, Elemis, Molton Brown,
Lush.
£30 - 40

53*
A quantity of cosmetics to include
Rituals, Lancôme, Ouai, Kiehl's, Estee
Lauder.
£30 - 40
54*
A quantity of cosmetics to include
Twelve Naked liquid makeup various
shades, four Mac mascaras, six
Hollywood beauty light wand
highlighters, one Mac studio fix fluid,
one Mac retro lip colour, a
Seventeen nail collection and a
Seventeen nail clash collection.
£20 - 30
55*
Chanel Coromandel eau de parfum
(200ml).
£30 - 40
56*
Chanel Bleu eau de parfum pour
homme eau de parfum (150ml) and
Chanel Allure homme sport eau de
toilette (150ml), Dior Savage eau de
toilette (200ml).
£30 - 40
57*
Six boxed as new Laura Mercier
Translucent loose setting powders
(29g).
£30 - 40
58*
Three boxed as new DCL C Scape
high potency eye treatments (15ml).
£30 - 40
59*
Two boxed as new Dior J'adore eau
de parfum (100ml).
£30 - 40
60*
Four Jo Malone body cremes (3 x
175ml), Jo Malone body & hand
wash (250ml) and Jo Malone body &
hand lotion (250ml).
£40 - 60
61*
Two Vera Wang princess eau de
toilette (100ml), Three Charlie eau
de toilette (Red, Gold, White)
(100ml), a Elizabeth Arden 5th
avenue eau de parfum (125ml).
£30 - 40
62*
Two boxed as new Dior J'adore eau
de parfum (100ml).
£30 - 40
63*
Six as new OUAI Haircare Hair &
Body shine Mist (107g).
£30 - 40
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64*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
Laura Mercier cosmetics to include
two Flawless Skin purifying cleansing
oil (200ml), two mineral powders in
natural beige and real sand (9.60g),
one smooth finish foundation
powder (9.2g) and three lip glace in
various shades (4.5g).
£60 - 80
65*
A quantity of beauty products to
include Tiffany & Co, The White
Company, Ren, Penhaligons, YSL and
No7 (14 items).
£30 - 40
66*
Five boxed as new Vitalite ReVive
energizing hydration mist (28.4ml).
£50 - 60
67*
Six boxed as new Biotopic Beard
Growth facial hair serum for men
(30ml).
£30 - 40
68*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
BareMinerals and Odacite beauty
products to include Smart
Combination smoothing lightweight
emulsion (50ml), Butter Drench
restorative rich cream (50g), Green
Ceremony Cleanser (100g) and Rose
and Neroli Treatment Mist (50ml).
£40 - 50
69*
A quantity of Body Shop beauty
products to include body butter,
cleanser, shower gels, fragrance
mists and body yoghurt
(Approximately 35 items).
£20 - 30
70*
A quantity of L'Occitane products to
include shower oil, hand and nail
care and beauty milk (Approximately
15 items).
£30 - 40
71*
Two boxed as new Dior J'adore eau
de parfum (100ml).
£30 - 40
72*
La Mer The Brilliance White
cleansing foam (125ml) and La Mer
The Brilliance lotion (200ml).
£30 - 40

73*
An Iceberg Twice eau de toilette
(125ml), a Lacoste L'homme eau de
toilette (150ml), a Ralph Lauren polo
Ultra Blue eau de toilette (125ml), a
Ralph Lauren Polo Blue eau de
toilette (200ml).
£30 - 40
74*
Chanel Le Blanc brightening foam
cleanser (150ml), Chanel Coco
Mademoiselle velvet body oil
(200ml), Chanel Chance body
moisture (200ml), Dior Life oil to
milk makeup remover (200ml), Kure
Bazaar eau dissolvante hydrating a la
Rose nail polish remover (250ml).
£30 - 40
75*
A Rose Anonyme atelies cologne
(200ml).
£30 - 40
76*
An Ormonde Jayne Amber Royal eau
de parfum (120ml).
£20 - 30
77*
Ten boxed as new Bite Beauty
shimmer lip crayons in various
shades (1.8g).
£30 - 40
78*
A quantity of Clarins and Clinique to
include cleansers, scrubs, lotions.
£30 - 40
79*
One boxed as new Hourglass Veil
foundation set and a quantity of as
new miscellaneous BareMinerals
cosmetics to include one BarePro
performance wear liquid foundation
light natural (30ml), one Prime Time
original foundation primer (30ml)
and three Gen Nude buttercream lip
gloss (4ml).
£30 - 40
80*
Three boxed as new Calvin Klein
Euphoria gift sets (One eau de
parfum spray 50ml and one sensual
skin lotion 200ml) and one boxed as
new Dior J'adore eau de parfum
(100ml).
£30 - 40
81*
Two Jimmy Choo flash eau de
parfum (60ml), a Burberry weekend
eau de parfum (50ml), a Versace
bright crystal eau de toilette (30ml).
£30 - 40

82*
A quantity of as new Wella and
System Professional shampoos,
conditioners and related items to
include Invigo colour brilliance 1ltr,
colour save and repair conditioner
200ml and volumize aerolifter 150ml
(25 items).
£40 - 60
83*
Two boxed as new Dior J'adore eau
de parfum (100ml).
£30 - 40
84*
Six as new OUAI Haircare hair and
body shine mist (107g).
£30 - 40
85*
Five boxed as new Vitalite ReVive
energizing hydration mist (28.4ml).
£50 - 60
86*
Five Calvin Klein In2U Him eau de
toilette spray 100ml.
£20 - 30
87*
A Ralph Lauren Polo Supreme Oud
eau de parfum (125ml).
£30 - 40
88*
A Bleu de Chanel eau de toilette
(150ml).
£30 - 40
89*
Two Caron Paris pour un homme eau
de toilette (200ml).
£30 - 40
90*
Five boxed as new Vitalite ReVive
energizing hydration mist (28.4ml).
£50 - 60
91*
Six as new OUAI Haircare hair and
body shine mist (107g).
£30 - 40
92*
Five boxed as new Vitalite ReVive
energizing hydration mist (28.4ml).
£50 - 60
93*
Twelve Joop! Homme eau de toilette
natural spray 75ml.
£30 - 40
94*
Twelve Joop! Homme eau de toilette
natural spray 75ml.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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95*
A Gucci Bloom eau de parfum
(150ml).
£30 - 40
96*
Six as new OUAI Haircare hair and
body shine mist (107g).
£30 - 40
97*
A quantity of part used eau de
parfum/toiletries to include Creed,
Dior, Davidoff, Chanel and Police
(Approximately 75 items).
£150 - 180
98*
A quantity of part used eau de
parfum/toiletries to include Dior,
Calvin Klein, Chanel and Police
(Approximately 50 items).
£120 - 150
99*
A quantity of as new cosmetics,
fragrances and related beauty
products to include Six Body Shop
hand creams (Three pack 30ml), six
Lancome Hypnose mascara sets, two
Morphe 350 eyeshadow palettes
and four Too Faced Better Than Sex
mascaras (8.0ml).
£40 - 60
100*
A quantity of Shapiro MD hair
growth shampoo and conditioner.
£30 - 40
101*
Three boxed as new Pitbull platinum
electric head shavers.
£30 - 40
102*
Fifteen as new Clinique super
balanced silk make up various
shades (30ml).
£20 - 30
103*
A quantity of part used parfum/
toiletries to include Jimmy Choo,
Davidoff, Chanel, Police, Hugo Boss,
Papa Robanna (Approximately 55
items).
£100 - 120
104*
A quantity of part used eau de
toilette/parfum to include Chanel,
Prada, Mancera, Guerlain and Ralph
Lauren (Approximately 35 items).
£60 - 80
105*
Six Benefit Goodie Goodie Gorgeous
makeup gift sets.
£20 - 30

106*
A boxed set of Urban Decay make
up, a boxed set of Morphe x Jaclyn
Hill make up brushes and two
Morphe James Charles palette.
£20 - 30
107*
A quantity of as new Morphe beauty
products to include one Molten
Magic 12-piece lip topper collection,
one 15T and one 15S artistry palette,
one 8S high impact highlighter
palette and one Grand Masters 20piece brush collection (Nine items in
a presentation box).
£30 - 40
108*
Two Jo Malone body and hand
lotion, a Jo Malone body creme, a Jo
Malone exfoliating shower gel, a Jo
Malone room scent spray.
£30 - 40
109*
A Jo Malone english pear and freesia
room diffuser, a Zara home red
berries home fragrance, a
Skandinavisk Ro scent diffuser and
two scent diffuser refills and sticks.
£30 - 40
110*
Jo Malone Honeysuckle & Davana
cologne (100ml) with scented
candle, Lime Basil & Mandarin body
creme (175ml), Green Tomato Leaf
candle, two Orris & Sandalwood
cologne intense (50ml, 100ml),
Mimosa & Cardamon scented
candle, Honey & Crocus cologne
(30ml) and Oat & Cornflower
cologne (30ml).
£60 - 80
111*
Five Jo Malone products; three body
and hand wash (All 250ml), body
cream (175ml) and cologne intense
(50ml).
£40 - 60
112*
Three Lancôme Advanced Genifique
duo (2 x 100ml per box) and
Lancôme Hydra Zen (50ml).
£40 - 60
113*
A YSL Tuxedo Epices Patchouli eau
de parfum (125ml - Unboxed).
£30 - 40

114*
Two Estee Lauder Advanced Night
Repair (100ml), two Resilience Lift
(50ml) and an Advanced Time Zone
Night (50ml).
£40 - 60
115*
Four Givenchy Prisme Libre loose
powder.
£30 - 40
116*
Two Calvin Klein CK In 2 U eau de
toilette (50ml), Michal Kors Sheer
eau de parfum (100ml) and Ralph
Lauren Polo Red Rush eau de toilette
(125ml).
£40 - 60
117*
Four Givenchy Prisme Libre loose
powder.
£30 - 40
118*
A Lancôme L'Absolu Palette,
Lancôme Definicils trio, two Bobbi
Brown lip colour trio's, Estee Lauder
double wear cushion (12g) and three
lipsticks (Dior, YSL and Gorgio
Armani).
£40 - 60
119*
A quantity of Hourglass makeup to
include Veil, Varnish and Film Noir.
£30 - 40
120*
A Moschino Uomo eau de toilette
(75ml), Harmain Tanasuk
concentrated perfume oil, Terre
D'Hermes eau de toilette (33ml),
Chanel Chance eau de parfum (33ml)
and a Chanel No.5 eau de parfum
(33ml).
£30 - 40
121*
Nine assorted as new skincare
products/toiletries to include Clarins,
L'Occitane and Clinique.
£30 - 40
122*
Four Chanel La Creme Main hand
cream (50ml), Chanel eye makeup
remover (100ml), Chanel natural
finish loose powder (30g), Chanel
Chance body moisture (200ml) and
Chanel Gabriel moisturizing body
lotion (200ml).
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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123*
Assorted gift sets and toiletries to
include The White Company,
Biotherm, L'Occitane, Ted Baker and
Clarins (Nine items in total).
£30 - 40
124*
Eleven assorted as new toiletries to
include Kerastase, Kiehl's, Molton
Brown and Hermes.
£30 - 40
125*
Two boxes of used toiletries and a
box of as new toiletries.
£30 - 40
126*
A quantity of Natural Formula
professional hair products to include
Keratin Intense shampoos and
conditioners (400ml), Keratin and
Ampoule Intense hair mask (350ml),
dry shampoos (200ml) and Keratin
and Ampoule Intense serums
(145ml), approximately 50 items.
£40 - 60
127*
Four boxes of part used toiletries.
£30 - 40
128*
A box of as new beauty products to
include Soap & Glory, Sanctuary,
Kerastase, Aveda, Neal's Yard,
Elemis, Cowshed and related items.
£60 - 80
129*
Three boxes of part used toiletries.
£30 - 40
130*
Three boxes of part used toiletries.
£30 - 40
131*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
beauty products/toiletries and
related items.
£20 - 30
132*
Four boxes of as new toiletries.
£30 - 40
133*
A quantity of as new and pre-owned
miscellaneous beauty products,
fragrances, toiletries and related
items to include as new Graydon
plant powered skincare (5 items),
one Dolce & Gabba The One Grey for
men, Hugo Deep Red for women and
Aveeno ultra-cleansing foaming
cleansers (180ml).
£30 - 40

134*
A quantity of FixiNail nail
treatments.
£30 - 40
135*
Three boxes of part used toiletries.
£30 - 40
136*
Four boxes of as new toiletries.
£30 - 40
137*
A quantity of as new Wella hair
products to include Koleston Perfect
for various colours (Approximately
25 x 60ml), Invigo Nutri-Enrich
conditioner and shampoo (1ltr) and
EIMI Pearl Styler (100ml).
£40 - 60
138*
Three boxes of as new toiletries.
£30 - 40
139*
Two boxes of as new/part used
toiletries.
£30 - 40
140*
Four bags of assorted part used
toiletries and cosmetics.
£10 - 20
141*
Two boxes of as new toiletries and a
box of part used toiletries.
£30 - 40
142*
A boxed as new Braun Series 9 9030s
Men's Electric Shaver (Box sealed).
£20 - 40
143*
A Burberry Tudor Rose 28% eau de
parfum (150ml).
£60 - 80

JEWELLERY
AND WATCHES
144*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
145*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60

146*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
147*
An as new Filippo Loreti Venice
moonphase blue gold watch with
box.
£30 - 40
148*
A boxed as new Bulova Bairo watch
with stainless steel strap, a boxed as
new Swarovski bracelet (5472444)
and a Dior J'adore eau de parfum
(100ml).
£30 - 40
149*
A boxed as new Karen Walker silver
star necklace and gift bag.
£30 - 40
150*
A pre-owned Ingersoll IN6900BTSPI
Limited Edition watch.
£40 - 60
151*
An as new Citizen Eco Drive JZ106602E watch.
£30 - 40
152*
An as new Citizen Eco Drive NH838112L watch.
£30 - 40
153*
One men's MVMT brown leather and
silver face watch and one lady's
Daniel Wellington petite Melrose
watch, both as new.
£40 - 60
154*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
155*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
156*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
157*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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158*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
159*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
160*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
161*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
162*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
163*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60
164*
An as new Invicta watch, model
12790 complete with box.
£30 - 40
165*
An as new G-Shock 5476 watch.
£40 - 60
166*
An as new G-Shock 3410 watch.
£40 - 60
167*
An as new G-Shock 3410 watch.
£40 - 60
168*
An as new Citizen Eco-Drive
BNO190-82E watch.
£40 - 60
169*
An as new Casio Edifice EQB-600D1A2DR watch.
£40 - 60
170*
An as new Seiko SARB035 watch.
£40 - 60

171*
An as new Seiko SARB017 Alpinist
watch.
£40 - 60
172*
An as new Citizen Eco-Drive CC903051E watch.
£40 - 60
173*
An as new Seiko SKX009K2 watch.
£40 - 60
174*
An as new Seiko SKX009K2 watch.
£40 - 60
175*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
176*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
177*
A quantity of as new Lovisa costume
jewellery (Approximately 60 items).
£40 - 60
178*
A lady's boxed as new Larsson &
Jennings Lugano Solaris Milanese
bracelet strap watch, Rose Gold/Blue
(LGN26-CMRG-CS-H-P-RG).
£40 - 60

CLOTHING
AND ACCESSORIES
179*
A pair of as new Dundas Type 01
leather boots in mustard (UK 11).
£40 - 60
180*
A pair of as new Dundas Type 01
leather boots in brown reverse
roughout (UK 8).
£40 - 60
181*
A pair of as new Dundas Type 01
leather boots in brown reverse
roughout (UK 8).
£40 - 60
182*
A pair of as new Dundas Type 01
leather boots in black kip (UK 8).
£40 - 60
183*
A pair of as new Dundas Type 01
leather boots in black kip (UK 9).
£40 - 60

184*
A pair of as new Peloton cycling
shoes (EU 41).
£30 - 40
185*
A pair of as new Giro Riddance Mid
cycling shoes (UK 12).
£20 - 30
186*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 6).
£30 - 40
187*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 8).
£30 - 40
188*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 8).
£30 - 40
189*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 10).
£30 - 40
190*
Two pairs of as new Asics Gel-Excite
6 trainers (UK 6 and 7).
£30 - 40
191*
Two pairs of as new Asics Gel-Excite
6 trainers (UK 7.5 and 8).
£30 - 40
192*
Two pairs of as new Asics Gel-Excite
6 trainers (UK 10.5 and 11).
£30 - 40
193*
A pair of as new Converse Golf Le
Fleur canvas trainers (UK 7) together
with a pair of as new Converse
Chuck Taylor '70 (UK 7).
£30 - 40
194*
Three pairs of as new Adidas trainers
(UK 5.5 and 2 x 8 - two pairs
unboxed).
£30 - 40
195*
Two pairs of as new Asics Gel-Excite
6 trainers (UK 9 and 9.5).
£30 - 40
196*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 6).
£30 - 40
197*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 7).
£30 - 40
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198*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 6).
£30 - 40
199*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 11).
£30 - 40
200*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 7).
£30 - 40
201*
A pair of as new Tender Chukka
boots (UK 10).
£30 - 40
202*
An as new John Pawson Tekla
blanket and dust bag.
£30 - 40
203*
An as new John Pawson Tekla
blanket and dust bag.
£30 - 40
204*
An as new John Pawson Tekla
blanket and dust bag.
£30 - 40
205*
An as new John Pawson Tekla
blanket and dust bag.
£30 - 40
206*
An as new John Pawson Tekla
blanket.
£30 - 40
207*
An as new John Pawson Tekla
blanket.
£30 - 40
208*
An as new John Pawson Tekla
blanket.
£30 - 40
209
Two as new M.andonia Kiss hand
bags (One large and one small) and a
small matching purse all with
Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
210
Two as new M.andonia handbags
with flower and button design.
£40 - 60
211
Two as new M.andonia hand bags
(One clutch bag and one cosmetic
bag) with matching large flower
design and Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60

212
Three as new M.andonia hand bags
to include one Tote bag, two Kiss
bags (Large/small) with American
Dinner design and Swarovski
crystals.
£40 - 60
213
One as new M.andonia luggage bag,
one M.andonia clutch bag and a
small cosmetic bag all with matching
design and Swarovski crystals.
£30 - 40
214
Two as new M.andonia Kiss bags and
one clutch bag with matching skull
design and Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
215
Two as new M.andonia vintage faces
design Kiss bags and two as new
M.andonia vintage faces design with
Swarovski crystals cosmetic purses.
£40 - 60
216
Three as new M.andonia vintage
style hand bags with bow detail,
various contrasting colours.
£40 - 60
217
Two as new M.andonia hand bags
and a large cosmetic bag with
matching oriental design and
Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
218
Two as new M.andonia Kiss hand
bags and one luggage bag all with
red and black Rodeo design pattern
and Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
219
Three as new M.andonia handbags
with flower and button design.
£60 - 80
220*
Four pairs of lady's as new Marco
Tozzi sandals in navy (Three pairs
EU39, one pair EU40).
£20 - 30
221*
Four pairs of lady's as new Marco
Tozzi sandals in navy (Three pairs
EU38, one pair EU37).
£20 - 30
222*
Four pairs of lady's as new Marco
Tozzi sandals in navy (EU 36, 37, 40
and 41).
£20 - 30

223*
Three pairs of as new Converse
canvas trainers (UK 3, 6, 10 - One
pair unboxed).
£30 - 40
224*
A pair of as new Raye Brindis heel
shoes and Tucker slide (Both US 6).
£30 - 40
225*
A pair of as new Ryhe shoes and
Gina wedges (Both US 6).
£30 - 40
226*
A pair of as new Season 6 desert
boots in taupe (EU 44).
£40 - 60
227*
A pair of as new Dundas Type 01
leather boots in mustard (UK 9).
£40 - 60
228*
Two pairs of Vans canvas shoes (UK
4, 6 - Both unboxed) and a pair of DC
trainers (UK 5) (All as new).
£30 - 40
229*
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy 500
trainers (UK 7.5).
£40 - 60
230*
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost
350 V2 trainers (UK 10).
£40 - 60
231
Two as new M.andonia hand bags
with Daisy design 2003 and one
small Kiss bag with Daisy design.
£60 - 80
232
Two as new large/small M.andonia
Kiss hand bags with Skull design and
Swarovski crystals.
£20 - 30
233
One as new M,andonia hand bag,
one M.andonia clutch bag and one
M.andonia luggage bag with
matching flower design and
Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
234
Two as new M.andonia hand bags
and one large M.andonia cosmetic
pouch with matching design and
Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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235
Two as new M.andonia Kiss
handbags and two small cosmetic
bags with flower and cat design and
Swarovski crystals.
£40 - 60
236
Two as new M.andonia Rock & Roll
hand bags with guitar design, animal
print and Swarovski crystals.
£30 - 40
237
Two as new M.andonia hand bags
and one luggage bag with motorbike
designs.
£30 - 40
238
An as new M,andonia large Tote bag
and two M.andonia hand bags with
oriental design and swarovski
crystals.
£40 - 60
239
Two as new M.andonia Rock & Roll
hand bags with guitar design, animal
print and Swarovski crystals.
£30 - 40
240
Two as new M.andonia handbags,
one M.andonia clutch bag, one
M.andonia luggage bag and one
small cosmetic bag, all with
matching American car design and
Swarovski crystals.
£80 - 120
241
Two as new M.andonia handbags
and one clutch bag with oriental
flower design and Swarovski
crystals.
£40 - 60
242
Four as new M.andonia handbags all
with matching horse racing design
and Swarovski crystals.
£80 - 120
243
An as new M,andonia Crocy blue
folio case, one M.andonia purple
Crocy handbag and two M.andonia
small back/green Bell bags.
£60 - 80
244*
A Sauvage three piece suit (Size
unknown - No tags but appears to be
as new).
£40 - 60

245*
A pair of fashion sandals and dust
bags and a as new fashion bag with
dust bag.
£40 - 60
246*
An as new Johanna Ortiz Exclusive
Perlas De Tahiti Mochila bag from
Moda Operandi.
£40 - 60
247*
A Christian Dior silk skirt (UK 8) from
The Real Real.
£40 - 60
248*
An as new Isabel Marant Kiliann top
in light blue (S - RRP £115) from
Moda Operandi.
£30 - 40
249*
A as new mini Kensingtons bag.
£20 - 30
250*
A pair of pre-owned Saint Lauren
high heel shoes (EU 39) together
with a fashion purse.
£30 - 40
251*
One Away combination lock suitcase
in green, one High Sierra backpack in
black and one Brooks England
Challenge Toolbag large in brown, all
as new.
£30 - 40
252*
An as new Dsquared2 logo belt with
Cobra buckle from Alluisaviaroma.
£30 - 40
253*
A boxed as new Jon Renau mono top
wig (style 5989 top style 18" 6/33).
£30 - 40
254*
Ten as new Adidas Standard Crew
sweatshirts (Assorted sizes).
£30 - 40
255*
Nine as new assorted Fred Perry tshirts (Various colours/sizes - RRP
£40 each).
£60 - 80
256*
Five as new Fred Perry Oxford shirts,
four dark caramel and one white
(Sizes 2 x S, 2 x M, 1 x L - RRP £75
each).
£60 - 80

257*
Nine as new assorted Fred Perry tshirts (Various colours/sizes - RRP
£40 each).
£60 - 80
258*
Nine as new Adidas Standard Crew
sweatshirts (Assorted sizes).
£30 - 40
259*
Four as new Fred Perry polo shirts (2
x 40, 1 x 42, 1 x 44 - RRP £75 each).
£40 - 60
260*
Five as new Fred Perry Oxford shirts,
three dark caramel and two white
(Sizes 1 x S, 1 x M, 2 x L, 1 x XL - RRP
£75 each).
£60 - 80
261*
Three as new Fred Perry polo shirts
(40, 42, 44 - RRP £75 each) together
with a lady's Fred Perry t-shirt (Size
10 - RRP £70).
£40 - 60
262*
A quantity of as new clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
263*
An as new Kingz training bag.
£20 - 30
264*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
ruffled cotton jersey t-shirts in white
(L).
£30 - 40
265*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (M).
£60 - 80
266*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing Mandarin Knit
cardigan in red and black (M).
£60 - 80
267*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing Mandarin Knit
cardigan in red and black (S).
£60 - 80
268*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
cotton jersey t-shirts with tulle layer
puff sleeves in white (S).
£30 - 40
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269*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (L).
£60 - 80
270*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (L).
£60 - 80
271*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
cotton jersey t-shirts with tulle layer
puff sleeves in white (S, M).
£30 - 40
272*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing Mandarin Knit
cardigan in red and black (XS, L).
£60 - 80
273*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
ruffled cotton jersey t-shirts in white
(M).
£30 - 40
274*
An as new Veronica Beard Leighton
dress in red/silver (Size US 2).
£40 - 60
275*
A pair of as new Khaite Renata pants
in black (4?).
£30 - 40
276*
An as new Gucci peak lapel jacket
with snake designs (Size 44 - RRP
€1,890).
£500 - 600
277*
An as new Holland & Cooper
Cropped Brompton jacket in Prince
of Wales check (Size 14 - RRP £349).
£50 - 70
278*
A boxed as new large Away suitcase
in grey and dust bag.
£40 - 60
279*
A pair of as new Assos T.Mille S7
cycling bib shorts (L).
£30 - 40
280*
An as new Misson Mare open back
one-piece swim suit (IT 42) from
Moda Operandi.
£40 - 60
281*
An as new Love Shack Fancy Desert
Victorian Stella dress (L).
£30 - 40

282*
Two pairs of as new DL1961 jeans;
Florence cropped mid-rise
instasculpt skinny white (27 - RRP
$178) and Florence cropped
instasculpt (27 - RRP $188).
£40 - 60
283*
An as new Equipment Femme Oscar
cashmere turtleneck in heather grey
(M - RRP $318).
£40 - 60
284*
An as new Supreme Wilfred
Limonious Buy Off the Bar t-shirt in
black (XL) together with a Supreme
Skull Pie bandana both from Stock X.
£30 - 40
285*
An as new Season 6 small cross body
bag with dust bag.
£30 - 40
286*
A pair of as new A Bathing Ape shark
shorts (XXL).
£40 - 60
287*
An as new BlackMilk Wild and Seek
slouchy dress (XL) together with an
as new BlackMilk Spliced Galaxy
mono catsuit (XS).
£30 - 40
288*
An as new Humanoid Seren chiffon
dress (XS) from Garmentory.
£40 - 60
289*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (S).
£60 - 80
290*
A pair of as new Acne black jeans
(W24 L36).
£30 - 40
291*
An as new Cobra S.C. shirt (M)
together with a Totokaelo Tote bag.
£30 - 40
292*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (M).
£60 - 80
293*
An as new Supreme Champion grey
hoodie (L).
£40 - 60

294*
An as new Me+Em evening balloon
cuff top in cream (Size 10 - RRP
£119) together with a pair of as new
Me+Em satin cargo joggers in merlot
(Size 8 - RRP £149).
£40 - 60
295*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
ruffled cotton jersey t-shirts in white
(S).
£30 - 40
296*
Three pairs of as new Bellrose
mittens (RRP €59 each).
£20 - 30
297*
An as new Supreme Cordura Camp
cap in light blue and a pack of three
Hanes Supreme tagless t-shirts (S)
both from Stock X.
£30 - 40
298*
An as new Grlfrnd Eva denim mini
skirt (24) from Moda Operandi.
£20 - 30
299*
An as new Coach denim skirt (Size
12).
£30 - 40
300*
A pair of as new Saint Laurent jeans
(Size 29 - RRP €490).
£80 - 100
301*
An as new India Hicks Madly Deeply
Duchess bag with In Honour Bound
pendant.
£40 - 60
302*
An as new Burberry black
embroidered logo T-shirt (M) in box.
£30 - 40
303*
An as new India Hicks Biscayne Bay
bag in sand/black together with a
The World Is Our Oyster charm.
£30 - 40
304*
A small Christian Dior bag from The
RealReal.
£40 - 60
305*
An as new Kate Spade New York
Cameron Street Stormie in pink
sunset.
£40 - 60
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306*
An as new Love Moschino Borsa
quilted bag.
£30 - 40
307*
One as new Jekyll & Hide Live
Authentic leather bag in tobacco
colour.
£80 - 100
308*
An as new Gucci peak lapel jacket
with snake designs (Size 40 - RRP
€1,890).
£500 - 600
309*
An as new Gucci peak lapel jacket
with snake designs (Size 42 - RRP
€1,890).
£500 - 600
310*
A Chelsea FC centenary football shirt
(1905-2005) with signatures (17 Signatures not warranted by BCVA).
£30 - 40
311*
An as new Retrofete Phoebe skirt in
fuchsia (S).
£30 - 40
312*
An as new Paper London Florentine
bandeau one-piece swimsuit in red
with smoothing and sculpting stretch
fabric, a heart-shaped cut out at the
bust and an open back with self-tie
(Size S - RRP £170).
£30 - 40
313*
An as new Paper London Florentine
bandeau one-piece swimsuit in red
with smoothing and sculpting stretch
fabric, a heart-shaped cut out at the
bust and an open back with self-tie
(Size S - RRP £170).
£30 - 40
314*
An as new Paper London Florentine
bandeau one-piece swimsuit in red
with smoothing and sculpting stretch
fabric, a heart-shaped cut out at the
bust and an open back with self-tie
(Size L - RRP £170).
£30 - 40
315*
An as new Paper London Florentine
bandeau one-piece swimsuit in red
with smoothing and sculpting stretch
fabric, a heart-shaped cut out at the
bust and an open back with self-tie
(Size S - RRP £170).
£30 - 40

316*
An as new Paper London Florentine
bandeau one-piece swimsuit in red
with smoothing and sculpting stretch
fabric, a heart-shaped cut out at the
bust and an open back with self-tie
(Size L - RRP £170).
£30 - 40
317*
An as new Paper London Florentine
bandeau one-piece swimsuit in red
with smoothing and sculpting stretch
fabric, a heart-shaped cut out at the
bust and an open back with self-tie
(Size S - RRP £170).
£30 - 40
318*
An as new Paper London Florentine
bandeau one-piece swimsuit in red
with smoothing and sculpting stretch
fabric, a heart-shaped cut out at the
bust and an open back with self-tie
(Size L - RRP £170).
£30 - 40
319*
An as new Paper London Florentine
bandeau one-piece swimsuit in red
with smoothing and sculpting stretch
fabric, a heart-shaped cut out at the
bust and an open back with self-tie
(Size XS - RRP £170).
£30 - 40
320*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
cotton jersey t-shirts with tulle layer
puff sleeves in white (L).
£30 - 40
321*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (S).
£60 - 80
322*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (XS).
£60 - 80
323*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
cotton jersey t-shirts with tulle layer
puff sleeves in white (XS).
£30 - 40
324*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (XS).
£60 - 80

325*
One lady's as new Simone Rocha
Wiggle Ribbing vest with Marabou
feathers (S).
£60 - 80
326*
Three lady's as new Simone Rocha
ruffled cotton jersey t-shirts in white
(XS, S).
£40 - 60
327*
An as new Palace Sans Ferg t-shirt
together with four assorted IA
Infinite Archives t-shirts (All M).
£30 - 40
328*
An as new Still Still Studio London
skirt (Size 36).
£40 - 60
329*
One lady's boxed as new Monreal
London tennis v-neck tank and
players skirt in white (M).
£20 - 30
330*
An as new Love Shack Fancy Hanging
Rock Vic dress in antique white (L).
£30 - 40
331*
An as new Pinko quilted hooded coat
(Size 42).
£40 - 60
332
Twelve as new girls Polarn O Pyret
dungarees (Assorted child's sizes).
£30 - 40
333*
A quantity of as new Buffbunny
clothing and accessories (12 items).
£30 - 40
334*
Assorted Solid & Striped swimwear;
The Vera (L), The Margo (L) and four
The Elle tops (All XS).
£30 - 40
335*
Twelve items of as new Abercrombie
& Fitch clothing to include shirts and
tops.
£30 - 40
336*
Eighteen assorted items of as new
J.Crew clothing.
£40 - 60
337*
Eleven items of as new Abercrombie
& Fitch clothing to include shirts and
tops.
£30 - 40
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338*
Eight as new Result Weather Guard
R95X waterproof jacket and trouser
sets in yellow (All L).
£30 - 40
339*
An as new Patagonia Baby Snow Pile
one piece snow suit (5T).
£20 - 30
340*
A pair of as new Solid & Striped The
Classic Colorblock swim shorts (M),
The Annabella top (L), The Malibu
bottom (S),The Rachel top (L), The
Hollywood bottom (S) and a hooded
zip sweatshirt in dirty white (M).
£30 - 40
341*
Thirteen items of as new Zara
clothing and accessories (Women's
and children's).
£30 - 40
342*
An as new Self Portrait striped frill
shirt (Size 6).
£30 - 40
343*
Six items of as new lady's clothing to
include Maje, Marina Kaneva,
LuLuLemon, Sea New York, Gerry
Weber and Joules.
£40 - 60
344*
An as new Stella McCartney Ingrid
blazer (Size 48 - RRP €865).
£150 - 180
345*
Fourteen items of assorted
J.Crew/Crewcuts clothing together
with a pair of J.Crew sneakers (Size
8).
£30 - 40
346*
Four as new Bellrose blouses in ivory
(Sizes 2 x 1, 1 x 2, 1 x 3 - RRP €129
each).
£40 - 60
347*
Four as new Bellrose black dresses
(Sizes 2 x 1, 1 x 2, 1 x 3 - RRP €169
each).
£40 - 60
348*
Five as new Bellrose sequin skirts
(Sizes 2 x 1, 2 x 2, 1 x 3 - RRP €129
each).
£40 - 60

349*
An as new Marissa Webb Kayla
anorak in military green (S) with dust
bag and holdall (RRP $598).
£120 - 150
350*
Four as new YC Whyci Milano
cotton/silk t-shirts (Sizes 44, 46, 48,
50 - RRP £69 each).
£30 - 40
351*
An as new Paper London Flamenco
dress in navy blue/Nichol garnet
cream (Size 12 - RRP £295).
£40 - 60
352*
An as new Paper London Flamenco
dress in navy blue/Nichol garnet
cream (Size 10 - RRP £295).
£40 - 60
353*
An as new Paper London Flamenco
dress in navy blue/Nichol garnet
cream (Size 10 - RRP £295).
£40 - 60
354*
A pair of as new Frame high rise
skinny flared fit jeans (Size 26 - RRP
£187) from Moda Operandi.
£40 - 60
355
A child's as new Burberry full zip top
in grey with back print (US 8 years).
£20 - 30
356*
An as new Lisa Marie Fernandez
dress in black and white (US 1).
£40 - 60
357*
Three as new L.L.Bean shirts (All
15.5" - RRP $45 each).
£30 - 40
358*
An as new Alexandre Vauthier Jersey
velvet ruched halter mini dress in
purple (Size 36 - RRP £1867).
£320 - 360
359*
An as new Saloni Exclusive Therese
off-the-shoulder sequin midi dress
(UK 10) from Moda Operandi.
£40 - 60
360*
An as new Needle & Thread Scallop
Tulle Ruffle gown (US 4 - RRP £290)
from Moda Operandi.
£40 - 60

361*
An as new Misa Los Angeles blue and
white dress (Size unknown).
£40 - 60
362*
An as new Misa Los Angeles red and
white dress (Size unknown).
£40 - 60
363*
An as new Alice McCall Oh My
Godess dress in peach floral (UK 10).
£60 - 80
364*
An as new Saloni Andie lacetrimmed embroidered tulle midi
dress (US 4) from Moda Operandi.
£40 - 60
365*
An as new Rixo London floral dress
(S).
£60 - 80
366*
An as new Rixo London floral top
(XL).
£30 - 40
367*
An as new Rixo London floral top (L).
£30 - 40
368*
An as new Rixo London floral top
(M).
£30 - 40
369*
An as new Rixo London floral top
(XS).
£30 - 40
370*
An as new Rixo London floral dress
(XL).
£60 - 80
371*
An as new Rixo London floral dress
(L).
£60 - 80
372*
An as new Rixo London floral dress
(XS).
£60 - 80
373*
An as new Rixo London floral dress
(M).
£60 - 80
374*
An as new Rixo London floral top (S).
£30 - 40
375*
Five as new Alternative Apparel
Button bags.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

376*
Two as new Ralph Lauren full zip
hooded tops in delta blue (Both XL,
both have original security tags
attached).
£30 - 40
377*
Two as new Ralph Lauren full zip
hooded tops in delta blue (Both S,
both have original security tags
attached).
£30 - 40
378*
Two as new Ralph Lauren full zip
hooded tops in delta blue (1 x XS, 1 x
S, both have original security tags
attached).
£30 - 40
379*
An as new Paper London Flamenco
dress in navy blue/Nichol garnet
cream (Size 10 - RRP £295).
£40 - 60
380*
An as new Paper London Flamenco
dress in navy blue/Nichol garnet
cream (Size 6 - RRP £295).
£40 - 60
381*
An as new Paper London Flamenco
dress in navy blue/Nichol garnet
cream (Size 10 - RRP £295).
£40 - 60
382*
An as new Paper London Flamenco
dress in navy blue/Nichol garnet
cream (Size 8 - RRP £295).
£40 - 60
383*
An as new Marine Serre jacket from
the Manic Soul Machine collection
(M).
£200 - 240
384*
An as new Eileen Fisher Merino top
(M).
£30 - 40
385*
An as new All Saints Vrai Avia puffer
jacket in black (L).
£60 - 80
386*
An as new C.P. Company jacket
(XXL).
£30 - 40
387*
Ten as new Italian leather jackets
(Assorted designs/sizes).
£80 - 100

388*
Two as new Oui tops (Both size 36 RRP £109 each).
£30 - 40
389*
Ten as new Italian leather jackets
(Assorted designs/sizes).
£80 - 100
390*
Four as new YC Whyci Milano black
dresses (Sizes 42, 44, 46, 48 - RRP
£91 each).
£40 - 60
391*
Four as new YC Whyci Milano
dresses in aqua (Sizes 40, 42, 44, 46 RRP £76 each).
£30 - 40
392*
Ten as new Italian leather jackets
(Assorted designs/sizes).
£80 - 100
393*
A quantity of as new clothing to
include The North Face, Noak, Lyle &
Scott, Benetton, Hollister, Good
American and J.Crew.
£60 - 80
394*
An as new Fred Perry t-shirt dress
(Size 12 - RRP £65), two bold cuff
pique shirts (Both XL - RRP £65) and
a twin tipped polo shirt (XXXL - RRP
£60).
£40 - 60
395*
Three as new Fred Perry twin tipped
polo shirts (1 x S, 2 x XL - RRP £60)
together with a Fred Perry Oxford
shirt (L - RRP £65).
£30 - 40
396*
As new Fred Perry tops; two laurel
wreath t-shirts (1 x S, 1 x M - RRP
£55), a chest panel t-shirt (M - RRP
£50), a laurel wreath print t-shirt (S RRP £45) and a colour block panel tshirt (S - RRP £45).
£40 - 60
397*
Two Fred Perry tonal Dobby flat caps
(M - RRP £40), Fred Perry pique
classis cap (RRP £30) and three pairs
of Fred Perry socks (RRP £12 per
pair).
£20 - 30

398*
Two as new Fred Perry panel piped
sweatshirts (1 x S, 1 x M - RRP £95
each).
£40 - 60
399*
Two as new Fred Perry embroidered
panel sweatshirts (1 x S, 1 x M - RRP
£95 each).
£40 - 60
400*
An as new Walker And Hawkes
Countrywear coat (L).
£20 - 30
401*
An as new Maje Flounces skirt in
white (Size T40).
£30 - 40
402*
An as new Maje Flounces skirt in
white (Size T38).
£30 - 40
403*
An as new Napapijri Herren
rainforest pocket jacket in red
(XXXL).
£30 - 40
404*
An as new Napapijri Herren
rainforest winter jacket in blue
(XXXL).
£30 - 40
405*
Five as new Fred Perry twin tipped
polo shirts (2 x M, 2 x XL, 1 x XXL RRP 60 each).
£40 - 60
406*
Five as new Fred Perry twin tipped
polo shirts (1 x S, 1 x M, 2 x XL, 1 x
XXL- RRP 60 each).
£40 - 60
407*
A pair of as new SSO (Second Skin
Overalls) by Danielle two tone denim
overalls (S).
£30 - 40
408*
A pair of as new SSO (Second Skin
Overalls) by Danielle white linen
overalls (S).
£30 - 40
409*
An as new Tadashi Shoji dress in
ivy/natural (Size 10).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

410*
Three men's as new Indian
Motorcycle Rae Knit Ecru tops (All 2
XL) together with an Indian
Motorcycles Pincord shirt (M).
£30 - 40
411*
Three as new Timberland Pro Hood
Honcho hooded sweatshirts (1 x L, 2
x XL).
£30 - 40
412*
An as new Self Portrait shirting lace
cape mini dress (Size 6).
£40 - 60
413*
An as new Self Portrait Yoke frill mini
dress (Size 6).
£40 - 60
414*
An as new Public School New York
MA-1 W bomber jacket in sage (S).
£40 - 60
415*
A quantity of as new clothing and
related items.
£80 - 100
416*
A quantity of as new clothing and
related items.
£80 - 100
417*
A pair of as new Nike Air Max 97
trainers in black (UK 6).
£30 - 40
418*
A pair of as new On Cloudsurfer
running shoes in Malibu/denim (UK
8.5).
£30 - 40
419*
A pair of women's as new Giro
Solara II cycling shoes (EU 37).
£20 - 30
420*
A pair of as new New Balance
Fuelcell Impulse trainers (UK 5.5)
together with two pairs of children's
New Balance 574 trainers (Both EU
34.5).
£30 - 40
421*
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost
350 V2 (UK 6.5) from Stock X.
£60 - 80
422*
A pair of as new Nike The 10: Nike
Zoom Fly trainers in black/whitecone-black (UK 9) from Stock X.
£40 - 60

423*
A pair of as new Nike Jordan XI Golf
(UK 8).
£40 - 60
424*
Two pairs of as new Nike trainers
(UK 9.5 and 7) together with a pair of
Nike Benassi flip flops (UK 10).
£30 - 40
425*
A pair of as new Nike Air Force 1 Mid
'07 trainers in black (UK 7.5)
together with a pair of NikeiD Free
RN trainers (UK 8.5).
£30 - 40
426*
A pair of All Saints Rigg canvas high
tops (EU 42 - wear test sample but
as new).
£20 - 30
427*
A pair of as new Supreme Champion
track pants (XL) from Stock X.
£30 - 40
428*
An as new Bathing Ape t-shirt (XXL)
from Stock X.
£30 - 40
429*
Three as new The Leather Satchel Co
medium sporran in Greystoke
granite (RRP £85).
£30 - 40
430*
A pair of as new Brunate Camoscio
Nero shoes (EU 44) and a pair of as
new Crispins Stampato Cocco Nero
shoes (EU 44).
£30 - 40
431*
Three as new The Leather Satchel Co
medium sporran in Greystoke
granite (RRP £85).
£30 - 40
432*
A pair of Puma Suede 90681 trainers
(UK 12, slight mark on left shoe),
lady's Reebok Club C 85 (UK 6) and
Nike Air Max (UK 8 Unboxed) (All as
new).
£30 - 40
433*
A L.L.Bean stretch hooded tunic (L RRP $60), an Adirondack Barn coat (L
- RRP £139) and a pair of L.L. Bean
East Point Chelsea boots in suede
(Size 9M(B)?) (All as new).
£40 - 60

434*
A pair of as new ATP All Tomorrows
Parties Dalia buckle strap slide shoes
(EU 37).
£30 - 40
435*
Four pairs of assorted Vans canvas
trainers (One pair unboxed).
£40 - 60
436*
An as new Orla Kiely Bunch of Stems
backpack Tote in multi plum.
£40 - 60
437*
Two as new Orla Kiely Solid Stem
print laptop sleeves.
£30 - 40
438*
An as new Orla Kiely Bunch of Stems
backpack Tote in multi forest.
£40 - 60
439*
An as new Orla Kiely Bunch of Stems
mini sling bag in plum.
£30 - 40
440*
An as new Orla Kiely Bunch of Stems
mini sling bag in forest.
£30 - 40
441*
An as new Orla Kiely Bunch of Stems
mini sling bag in black.
£30 - 40
442*
An as new Orla Kiely Bunch of Stems
small backpack Tote in plum.
£30 - 40
443*
An as new Orla Kiely Bunch of Stems
small backpack Tote in forest.
£30 - 40
444*
An as new Schumacher limited
edition denim Design Matters Tote
bag (169/300) with separate
badges/patches to personalise.
£30 - 40
445*
Four pairs of as new Em+Em wide rib
joggers (Sizes 8, 12, 14, 16 - RRP £89
each).
£30 - 40
446*
Four as new Me+Em side panel
Palazzo pants in merlot/cream (Sizes
8, 10, 14, 16- RRP £79 each).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

447*
Four pairs of as new Em+Em wide rib
joggers (Sizes 6, 8, 10,12 - RRP £89
each).
£30 - 40
448*
Four pairs of as new Em+Em wide rib
joggers (Sizes 6, 8, 10, 12 - RRP £89
each).
£30 - 40
449*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
ruffled cotton jersey t-shirts in white
(XS).
£30 - 40
450*
An as new Love Shack Fancy Stella
dress in antique white (L).
£20 - 30
451*
Two lady's as new Simone Rocha
cotton jersey t-shirts with tulle layer
puff sleeves in white (M).
£30 - 40
452*
Four pairs of as new Em+Em wide rib
joggers (Sizes 10,12, 14,16 - RRP £89
each).
£30 - 40
453*
Four as new Me+Em side stripe
joggers in charcoal/cream (2 x Size 6,
2 x Size 10 - RRP £79 each).
£30 - 40
454*
Five as new Me+Em double stripe
joggers in charcoal/cream (Sizes 2 x
12, 2 x 14, 1 x 16 - RRP £79 each).
£40 - 60
455*
Four as new Me+Em side panel
Palazzo pants in merlot/cream (Sizes
8, 10, 2 x 12- RRP £79 each).
£30 - 40
456*
A basket of as new clothing and
related items (Basket not included).
£30 - 40
457*
A quantity of belts (Basket not
included).
£80 - 100

458*
As new swimwear; Solid & Striper
The Morgan top and bottom (Both
S), Melissa Odabash Perth top and
bottom (Both size 44), Melissa
Odabash Cancun bottom (Size 44),
Kendall + Kylie Scoop one piece (M),
Kendall + Kylie high cut bikini
bottoms (M) and two items of
Montce Swim swimwear.
£30 - 40
459*
Six items of as new Shopkins clothing
together with Shopkins suitcase,
lunch bag, pouch and watch.
£20 - 30
460*
Ten as new Forever Twentyone short
black dress with Monster logo
(Assorted sizes).
£30 - 40
461*
An as new Lacoste pink polo shirt
(Size 42) together with two Hugo
Boss polo shirts (Both S) and a pair of
Heyraud shoes (EU 40).
£30 - 40
462*
Seven items of as new Vitamin A
swimwear together with a Vitamin A
t-shirt.
£30 - 40
463*
Four Fred Perry ringer t-shirts (1 x S,
1 x L, 2 x XL - RRP £40) together with
two Fred Perry bold tipped t-shirts (1
x M, 1 x XXL - RRP £45) (All as new).
£40 - 60
464*
Ten pairs of as new Blanc Noir mesh
panel inset leggings with Monster
logo (Assorted sizes - RRP $89 each).
£60 - 80
465*
Ten pairs of as new Blanc Noir mesh
panel inset leggings with Monster
logo (Assorted sizes - RRP $89 each).
£60 - 80
466*
Ten pairs of as new Blanc Noir mesh
panel inset leggings with Monster
logo (Assorted sizes - RRP $89 each).
£60 - 80
467*
Two lady's as new Joules coats; a
Coast coat in red (Size 8) and Raine
print coat (Size 12).
£30 - 40

468*
Five items of Me+Em clothing to
include stitch detail fit and flare top
and stitch detail midi skirt.
£40 - 60
469*
Three as new TFNC London cami
wrap maxi dress with fishtail in sage
(2 x Size 12, 1 x 14).
£40 - 60
470*
Twelve as new Prima Donna bras; six
Deauville, two Couture, two
Madison, a Satin and an Avero
together with two Marie Jo and a
Marie Jo Jane bras and four items of
Lise Charmel lingerie.
£40 - 60
471*
Eight pairs of assorted as new G Star
Raw jeans.
£40 - 60
472*
Two as new Mizizi Marvel Black
Panther Wakanda baseball jerseys
(One black, one white, both S - RRP
$80 each).
£30 - 40
473*
An as new Maticevski Courageous
Checked Bell Sleeve in white (UK 8)
from Moda Operandi.
£40 - 60
474*
An as new Isabel Marant Xuster
Tahiti paisley printed cotton top long
sleeves and round neck, ruffles on
the shoulders and front (French 34)
from Moda Operandi.
£30 - 40
475*
Three as new The Leather Satchel Co
medium sporran in Greystoke
granite (RRP £85).
£30 - 40
476*
Fourteen items of as new clothing by
Juicy Couture, Element and
Superdry.
£40 - 60
477*
Three pairs of Tommy Jeans (Sizes 2
x 28, 1 x 29 - RRP £80 each).
£40 - 60
478*
Three pairs of Tommy Jeans denim
shorts (Sizes 25,27, 28 - RRP £70
each).
£40 - 50

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

479*
Three pairs of Tommy Jeans (Sizes
27, 30, 32- RRP £80 - 90 each).
£40 - 60
480*
Two pairs of as new Hugo Boss
trousers (Both 44) together with
men's Emporio Armani underwear.
£30 - 40
481*
A lady's as new Billabong Launch
4/3mm wetsuit (Size 12) together
with four items of as new Billabong
clothing.
£30 - 40
482*
Eight pairs of assorted as new G Star
Raw jeans.
£40 - 60
483*
An as new Koozam strap backpack
for Original Inspire 1 Case
(Drone/quadcopter cases).
£20 - 30
484*
Four assorted hats to include a
Borsalino Trionfo (UK 7 3/8) in hard
protective hat case and a Morson
Krausz Hatters hat (Size 58).
£30 - 40
485*
Two Fred Perry twin tipped polo
shirts (1 x M, 1 x 42 - RRP £75), two
Fred Perry twin tipped t-shirts (1 x
M, 1 x XL - RRP £40), a Fred Perry
bold cuff polo shirt (L - RRP £65) and
a Fred Perry crew neck pique t-shirt
(42 - RRP £65) (All as new).
£60 - 80
486*
Nineteen items of as new J.Crew
clothing.
£40 - 60
487
Fifteen girls Lindex full zip tops in
white with pearl decoration
(Assorted children's sizes - RRP
£19.99 each).
£30 - 40
488*
A large quantity of assorted lady' s as
new lingerie/underwear to include
Chantell and Sloggi.
£60 - 80
489*
Ten pairs of as new jeans to include
Wrangler, 2Y, Lee, Frame and Diesel
together with two Levi's denim
shirts.
£40 - 60

490*
A Mini A Ture Wally jacket (5 Years),
Mini A Ture Tec 700 Witte pants (5
Years) and two Hust and Claire two
piece thermal wear sets (Size 92 and
110) (All as new).
£30 - 40
491*
A quantity of sportswear to include
Adidas and Nike (Basket not
included).
£40 - 60
492*
A pair of Malone Souliers Maureen
metallic leather shoes (IT 39 - RRP
£238) from Moda Operandi.
£40 - 60
493*
A pair of as new Stella McCartney
Kids Bobby ski boots (28).
£20 - 30
494*
A pair of lady's as new Stubbs &
Wootton Greco slipper in grey (6.5).
£40 - 60
495*
A pair of men's as new Stubbs &
Wootton Drummond slipper in navy
(9.5).
£40 - 60
496*
Two pairs of lady's as new L.L.Bean
slippers; Mountain slipper moccasins
(8), and Wicked Good slipper (8).
£20 - 30
497*
A pair of as new Church's Parham
shoes in ebony (UK 8).
£60 - 80
498*
A pair of as new Church's Parham
shoes in ebony (UK 8).
£60 - 80
499*
A pair of as new Church's Parham
shoes in ebony (UK 8.5).
£60 - 80
500*
A pair of as new Church's Parham
shoes in ebony (UK 10).
£60 - 80
501*
A pair of as new Church's Parham
shoes in ebony (UK 8.5).
£60 - 80
502*
A pair of as new Church's Diplomat
173 shoes in walnut (UK 10.5).
£60 - 80

503*
A pair of as new Church's Toronto
shoes in ebony (UK 9.5).
£60 - 80
504*
A pair of as new Church's Westbury
173 shoes in black (UK 9.5).
£60 - 80
505*
A pair of as new Church's Karl shoes
in black (UK 11.5).
£60 - 80
506*
A pair of as new Church's Parham
shoes in ebony (UK 9).
£60 - 80
507*
A pair of as new Sanders Adam
chocolate suede boot (UK 12).
£30 - 40
508*
A pair of pre-owned Louis Vuitton
boots (UK 11 - good condition).
£30 - 40
509*
Four as new Pinko Freddare Fil
jackets in dark green (1 x Italian 38, 2
x 40,1 x 42).
£40 - 60
510*
Four as new Pinko Ingannare Abito
dresses (1 x Italian 38, 1 x 40,1 x 42,
1 x 44).
£40 - 60
511*
Four as new Pinko Enlarge micro
crepe jumpsuit in red (1 x Italian 38,
2 x 40,1 x 42).
£40 - 60
512*
Three as new Pinko Girare Abito
dresses in black (1 x Italian 40, 2 x
42) together with a Pinko Filmare
Blusa in black (Italian 42).
£40 - 60
513*
Three as new PINKO Camicia Donna
in bianco/azzuro Indagare Primavera
Estate 2018 blouses (1 x Italian 40, 2
x 42).
£30 - 40
514*
Three as new The Leather Satchel Co
medium sporran in Greystoke
granite (RRP £85).
£30 - 40
515*
A pair of ladies as new Unif Cass
shoes in black (EU 40).
£10 - 15

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

516*
Three as new The Leather Satchel Co
medium sporran in Greystoke
granite (RRP £85).
£30 - 40
517*
Three items of as new Public School
New York clothing; a floral print
mesh top (S), Tess pants in olive (US
4) and a long sleeved top (S).
£40 - 60
518*
An as new Commonwealth Proper
Dash jacket in sierra (38 RRP $) and
two Commonwealth Proper t-shirts
(M - RRP $65 each).
£40 - 60
519*
An as new Supreme Under Cover
hoodie (M) from Stock X.
£40 - 60
520*
An as new Gucci peak lapel jacket
with snake designs (Size 38 - RRP
€1,890).
£500 - 600
521*
Two pairs of as new Lena Erziak
ankle boots, one in burgundy, one in
black/grey (Both EU 41 - No boxes)
and two pairs of as new Lena Erziak
high heeled shoes one in green, one
in burgundy (Both EU 42 - No boxes).
£50 - 60
522*
A pair of as new Redback UBOK
Bobcat soft toe boots (UK 7).
£30 - 40
523*
A pair of as new Redback UBOK
Bobcat soft toe boots (UK 10).
£30 - 40
524*
A pair of ladies as new Harley
Davidson El Paso D84423 brown
short harness leather boots (UK 4).
£30 - 40
525*
Two pairs of as new Nike Air Force 1
Mid '07 LV8 trainers in black (Both
UK 9.5).
£30 - 40
526
Three pairs of children's Asics Jolt 2
PS trainers (1 x UK 1, 2 x UK 2).
£30 - 40
527
Three pairs of children's Asics Jolt 2
PS trainers (1 x UK 12, 2 x UK 13).
£30 - 40

528*
An as new Dryrobe long sleeve
Dryrobe Advance coat in black/blue
(L).
£30 - 40
529*
A pair of DB Shoes Kelling black
leather/suede boots (UK 7), Toms
Alpine suede boots (UK 6.5) and a
pair of Botkier Winter black boots
(US 7.5) (All as new).
£30 - 40
530*
A pair of as new Grlfrnd Jourdan
jeans (Size 29).
£30 - 40
531*
A pair of lady's as new DL1961 Coco
jeans (Size 28).
£30 - 40
532*
A lady's as new Fred Perry Interlock
hooded sweatshirt (Size 10 - RRP
£95).
£20 - 30
533*
Assorted as new clothing together
with an as new child's Heys e-Motion
suitcase (Basket not included).
£30 - 40
534*
One pair of lady's as new Simone
Rocha lace trim culottes in black (S).
£80 - 100
535*
One pair of lady's as new Simone
Rocha lace trim culottes in black (S).
£80 - 100
536*
An as new Woolrich John Rich & Bros
Arctic Parka (L - RRP $895).
£200 - 240
537*
A Woolrich John Rich & Bros coat (S Possibly pre-owned as no tags but in
immaculate condition).
£100 - 120
538*
An as new House of Sunny New
Quilting puffa jacket (UK 12 - RRP
£100).
£20 - 30
539*
An as new John Varvatos jacket in
shark grey (L - RRP $598).
£40 - 60
540*
An as new Moss 1851 mix and match
grey suit (Jacket 42S RRP £99,
trousers 30S RRP £60) together with

a Moss shirt (15.5"), pocket square
and suit carrier.
£30 - 40
541*
Four as new YC Whyci Milano grey
dresses (Sizes 42, 44, 46, 48 - RRP
£68 each).
£30 - 40
542*
An as new Oui dress (Style 65366,
size 36 - RRP £159).
£20 - 30
543*
Four pairs of as new YC Whyci
Milano cuff trousers (Sizes 42, 44,
46, 48 - RRP £69).
£30 - 40
544*
An as new Ports 1961 knitted top in
black (Size OS?).
£40 - 60
545*
Four as new YC Whyci Milano Korean
collar shirt dresses (Sizes 42, 44, 46,
48 - RRP £78 each).
£30 - 40
546*
An as new ThreadNeedle Riverdale
Southside Serpents Gang motorcycle
jacket (L).
£20 - 30
547*
An as new Oui dress (Style 65366,
size 38 - RRP £159).
£20 - 30
548*
An as new Oui dress (Style 65366,
size 38 - RRP £159).
£20 - 30
549*
One pair of lady's as new Simone
Rocha lace trim culottes in black
(XS).
£80 - 100
550*
One pair of lady's as new Simone
Rocha lace trim culottes in black
(XS).
£80 - 100
551*
A quantity of as new neck tube
scarves/masks (Assorted designs).
£30 - 40
552*
A box of children's as new unisex
LED trainers.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

553*
A box of girls as new Vogue fashion
leotards (Assorted styles/sizes).
£30 - 40
554*
A quantity of empty
suitcases/holdalls and related items.
£30 - 40
555*
Nine boxes of clothing and assorted
items together with a box of
bags,purses and wallets.
£60 - 80
556*
Three boxes of clothing and assorted
items, three boxes of assorted neck
pillows and four boxes of assorted
bags, purses and wallets.
£60 - 80
557
A quantity of motorcycle clothing
and accessories to include an as new
Belstaff jacket (S), HJC and Caberg
helmets and Just Bikers jacket.
£40 - 60
558*
A box of as new clothing and related
items.
£30 - 40
559*
A box of assorted
purses/wallets/bags.
£20 - 30
560*
Two boxes of Sloggi zero invisible
under clothes.
£30 - 40
561*
Four boxes of as new clothing.
£40 - 60
562*
Eight items of as new G Star Raw
clothing to include trousers and
shirt.
£30 - 40
563*
Three as new Rains jackets (1 x XS/S,
2 x M/L - RRP £75 each).
£40 - 60
564*
Seven items of as new Scott & Lyle
clothing.
£30 - 40
565*
Eighteen items of as new Billabong
clothing and accessories.
£40 - 60

566*
Three as new Rains jackets (1 x XS/S,
1 x S/M, 1 x M/L - RRP £75 each).
£40 - 60
567*
Seven pairs of as new Spanx
leggings.
£40 - 60
568*
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
569*
Four boxes of as new clothing and
related items together with a box of
as new footwear.
£60 - 80
570*
Eighteen items of as new Billabong
clothing and accessories.
£40 - 60
571*
Seventeen items of as new Element
clothing and accessories.
£60 - 80
572*
A quantity of ladies as new RVCA
clothing (23 items).
£60 - 80
573*
Two Carhartt chore coats (M/L), four
pairs of Holebrook Sweden Knut
shorts (M/L/XL/XXL), a Holebrook
Sweden Natalie tank dress (XL),
Champion sweatshirt (XS), a
Patagonia P-6 label lightweight full
zip hoody (M), Patagonia sweatshirt
(S) and a Patagonia beanie hat (All as
new).
£30 - 40
574*
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
575*
A quantity of empty assorted
suitcases/holdalls and related items
(Approximately 30 items).
£30 - 40
576*
Nine bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£30 - 40
577*
Ten bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£30 - 40

578*
Ten bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£30 - 40
579*
Thirteen bags of bags/holdalls/ back
packs and related items.
£30 - 40
580*
Nine bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£30 - 40
581*
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
582*
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
583*
Three boxes of as new sportswear
and accessories to include Adidas,
Nike, New Balance and Under
Armour.
£40 - 60
584*
Two small bags of assorted belts and
two small bags of assorted
wallets/purses and related items.
£20 - 30
585*
A quantity of as new footwear.
£40 - 60
586*
A quantity of as new Gildan t-shirts
with assorted character prints
including Power Rangers, Freddy v
Jason, Cup Head, Deathnote, Game
of Thrones and Friday the 13th
(Approximately 35 items, assorted
sizes).
£30 - 40
587*
A quantity of as new fancy dress
costumes and accessories/novelties.
£30 - 40
588*
A quantity of as new Indian style
clothing.
£30 - 40
589*
A quantity of as new footwear.
£40 - 60
590*
A quantity of empty
suitcases/holdalls and related items.
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

591*
A quantity of Veltuff work trousers, a
quantity of Proper Job work trousers
and other workwear items.
£30 - 40
592*
Thirty as new Palava Elsie green
Christmas dresses (All size 22).
£30 - 40
593*
A large quantity of Infinite Air
gripper socks (All size M).
£30 - 40
594
Sixteen pairs of children's as new EH
Speedy water shoes (Assorted sizes).
£30 - 40
595*
A quantity of men's Morphcostumes
glam rocker costumes
(Approximately 20, all XL - RRP £25).
£40 - 60
596*
A large quantity of as new yoga
socks.
£40 - 60
597*
Six as new Disney Star Wars Jedi
bathrobes.
£30 - 40
598*
Twelve as new Champion Eco
hoodies (Two designs, assorted
sizes).
£20 - 30
599*
Ten as new cotton oil skin coats
(Assorted sizes).
£30 - 40
600*
A quantity of assorted new
footwear.
£40 - 60
601*
A quantity of as new Fruit of the
Loom white t-shirts (All XL).
£30 - 40
602*
A quantity of wear test sample
Skechers trainers (Approximately 15
pairs).
£30 - 40
603*
A quantity of Feet & Feet Sole Relief
trimmable arch support insoles.
£20 - 30

604*
A quantity of as new DII Devoted To
Style Union Flag baseball caps
(Approximately 80).
£30 - 40
605*
A quantity of as new Explosion
London dresses (Assorted
designs/sizes -approximately 60
items).
£100 - 120
606*
A quantity of as new Gildan red tshirts.
£20 - 30
607*
A quantity of men's as new i-Small
Fairsle print pyjama sets (24 sets all
XXL).
£30 - 40
608*
A quantity of assorted as new Tshirts (Men's, lady's, children's).
£30 - 40
609*
A quantity of assorted as new
Explosion London clothing to include
dresses (Approximately 50 items).
£100 - 120
610*
A quantity of as new Gildan black
hoodies (All M).
£30 - 40
611*
A quantity of as new assorted Two'E
dresses (Assorted designs/sizes Approximately 40 items).
£40 - 60
612*
A quantity of empty
suitcases/holdalls and related items.
£30 - 40
613*
A quantity of as new clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
614*
Seven boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
615*
Five boxes of as new clothing and
other related items.
£60 - 80
616*
Seven boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80

617*
Six boxes of as new clothing and
other related items.
£60 - 80
618*
Seven boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
619*
Six boxes of as new clothing and
other related items.
£60 - 80
620*
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
621*
Ten bags of assorted clothing and
related items.
£60 - 80
622*
Eight boxes of assorted bags, purses
and wallets etc.
£40 - 60
623*
Six boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£80 - 100
624*
Six boxes of as new clothing and
related items.
£80 - 100
625*
Eight boxes of assorted
bags/holdalls/back packs and related
items.
£40 - 60
626*
Eight boxes of assorted clothing and
related items.
£40 - 60
627*
An as new Oui dress (Style 65366,
size 36 - RRP £159).
£30 - 40
628*
Seven pairs of branded sunglasses.
£60 - 80
629*
Seven pairs of branded sunglasses.
£60 - 80
630*
Eight pairs of branded sunglasses.
£60 - 80
631*
A quantity of branded/unbranded
sunglasses.
£60 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

632*
A box of assorted unbranded
sunglasses.
£80 - 100
633*
A box of assorted unbranded
sunglasses.
£80 - 100
634*
A box of assorted unbranded
sunglasses.
£80 - 100
635*
A pair of as new Gentle Monster
Mad Crush B4 sunglasses.
£40 - 60
636*
Three pairs of Superdry SDR Solent
Sun sunglasses black rubberised and
one pair of Superdry SDR Glacius
sunglasses in matte black, all boxed
as new (Size OS).
£30 - 40
637*
Three pairs of boxed as new
Superdry SDR Leo sunglasses in
black/amber.
£20 - 30
638*
A box of prescription lens glasses.
£60 - 80
639*
A box of sunglasses and assorted
empty glass cases.
£40 - 60
640*
A quantity of prescription framed
glasses.
£40 - 60
641*
A box of prescription lens glasses.
£60 - 80
642*
A box of prescription lens glasses
and sunglasses.
£60 - 80
643*
Assorted as new Skinny Dip
products; fifteen Ana glitter
bumbags (RRP £18 each), three Moni
cross body bags (RRP £24 each), four
Rose Gold liquid glitter notebooks
(RRP £14 each) and three Silver Star
liquid glitter notebooks (RRP £14
each).
£30 - 40

644*
Fifteen items of lady's as new
clothing to include Love Wave,
Lovers + Friends, NBD Naven,
Majorelle, Privacy please, House of
Harlow 1960 and Beach Riot.
£40 - 60

DAY TWO
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND ACCESSORIES
645*
A quantity of as new percussion
instruments to include Djembe drum
and a Kogna drum.
£30 - 40
646*
An as new Fusion bag pipe bag in
black.
£20 - 30
647*
One boxed as new Aria Pro II STG003SPL electric guitar and one as
new Gator GRB-4U audio rack bag.
£30 - 40
648*
ANYGIG GIG Anytime! & Anywhere!
AGN Classical Guitar portable
traveler guitar 6 fret nylon strings
25.5" Scale Backpacker and bag
(Black).
£40 - 60
649*
A quantity of pre-owned string
instruments and carry cases to
include guitars and a violin (Some
items damaged).
£20 - 30
650*
A quantity of as new and used
percussion instruments to include
drums and cymbal.
£30 - 40
651*
A pre-owned Mahalo Ukulele, a preowned PureTone Ukulele and a preowned Traveller guitar.
£20 - 30
652*
A pre-owned lute in canvas case.
£20 - 30
653*
A quantity of as new drums to
include one Contemporanea Timba.
£20 - 30

654
A Dhol Indian music drum (Damage
to bottom side).
£50 - 60
655*
One Diesel Big MaX Amp Head for an
electric guitar.
£200 - 250
656*
A boxed as new Temblor 10 inch
active studio subwoofer (Model
T10).
£60 - 80
657*
Two boxed as new Cadence Qube
10VP speakers.
£40 - 60

SPORT AND
LEISURE ITEMS
658*
Three boxed as new Titleist ProV1
golf balls, four grey goose golfing
umbrellas and two Grey Goose
golfing hats.
£20 - 30
659*
An as new Betteinardi model 1
putter (Grey Goose edition).
£30 - 40
660*
A quantity of Active Iron double iron
delivery system capsules
(Approximately 20 x 30 capsules).
£40 - 60
661*
Two boxes of as new Murad Firm
and Tone dietary supplement packs
(28 Daily Packets).
£30 - 40
662*
Four as new True-Mass all-in-one
gainer in chocolate and strawberry
flavours (4.2kg).
£30 - 40
663*
A quantity of health/fitness
supplements/powder.
£30 - 40
664*
Thirteen Science-Based GreenDetox
drink mix apple pie flavour (165g),
three Science-Based TestReload (120
tablets), three Men's Elite ProBiotic
(30 capsules) and six G Baldwin & Co
evening primrose oil (180 soft gels),
all as new.
£120 - 150

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

665*
A quantity of health and fitness
supplements to include Science
Based Alpha Meal and Sci Max diet
pro meal.
£30 - 40
666*
A quantity of health/fitness and
related items to include Science
Based Green Detox and TLC dietary
supplements.
£30 - 40
667*
A quantity of health/fitness
supplements/powder.
£30 - 40
668*
Four as new Science-Based Alpha
Meal cinnamon ice cream (900g), six
as new Science-Based Green Detox
apple pie flavour(165g), and four
Science-Based Test-Reload (120
tablets).
£60 - 80
669*
Twenty one boxes of twelve
Grenade Carb Killa high protein bars
in various flavours (Four boxes BBE
08/2019) and two cases of Nocco
BCCA caffeine drinks in red berry
flavour (24 x 330ml).
£40 - 60
670*
Six as new Mutant Mass Xxxtreme
2500 high quality weight gainer
supplements in cookies and cream,
vanilla and triple chocolate flavours
(Two flavours of each, 3.18kg).
£30 - 40
671*
Eight as new Ping G410 replacement
7 iron golf heads, includes right and
left hands.
£60 - 80
672*
Nine as new Ping G410 replacement
7 iron golf heads, includes right and
left hands.
£60 - 80
673*
Twenty as new Winn Excel golf club
grips (6715W).
£20 - 30
674*
Eight as new Ping G410 replacement
7 iron golf heads, includes right and
left hands.
£60 - 80

675*
Ten tubes of as new Babolat 1
feather shuttlecocks (Tubes of 12).
£30 - 40
676*
Eight as new Ping G410 replacement
golf club heads (7 Iron).
£60 - 80
677*
Five as new RUK Sport Moray kayak
paddles in black.
£40 - 60
678*
A quantity of as new Pro Extreme
speed skipping ropes (Approximately
80).
£60 - 80
679*
Fifteen as new Viridian Liquid Iron
(200ml, BB 02/2020).
£60 - 80
680*
One boxed as new Chris Craft Edition
paddle board 10' 4" by Tower and
one boxed as new SUP Scrunchy
Leash.
£120 - 150
681*
Nine as new Geertop 2" extra thick
lightweight self-Inflating camp pad
mat mattress.
£40 - 60
682*
Ten as new Shakespeare Beta 8ft
Quiver fishing rods.
£30 - 40
683*
Thirty as new Edgy - 14 Margin Rigs
and ten as new Track - 12 Pole Rigs.
£20 - 30
684*
A quantity of as new Jet Vac
(Economy jet vacuums) for splasher
pools, ponds or fountains
(Approximately 20).
£30 - 40
685*
A quantity of sports related items to
include a Tenson ski helmet, Gym
Shark blocks and Prince squash
rackets.
£40 - 60
686*
Twenty four tubes of three as new
Wilson US Open official tennis balls
(Regular duty).
£20 - 30

687*
A quantity of as new DMM locking
carabiners (Approximately 40).
£40 - 60
688*
Fifty a new Quadra Academy
gymsacs in bottle green.
£40 - 60
689*
Three boxed as new Blunt classic
black umbrellas.
£0 - 0
690*
Three boxed as new Blunt classic
black umbrellas.
£30 - 40
691*
Five as new Everywhere Messengers
Bags for Nintendo Switch in black
and grey.
£20 - 30
692*
Five as new Everywhere Messengers
Bags for Nintendo Switch in black
and grey.
£20 - 30
693*
Five as new Everywhere Messengers
Bags for Nintendo Switch in black
and grey.
£20 - 30
694*
Five as new RUK Sport Moray kayak
paddles in black.
£40 - 60
695*
Five as new Everywhere Messengers
Bags for Nintendo Switch in black
and grey.
£20 - 30
696*
A quantity of as new NYK1 Exfolimits
(Body scrub exfoliator gloves) in
black and pink.
£80 - 100
697*
A quantity of camping and outdoor
equipment to include five as new
Abbey 21NS Junior envelope style
sleeping bags in blue.
£20 - 30
698
A quantity of Paga bicycle lights
(Approximately 70 items).
£40 - 60
699*
One boxed as new LL Bean Rolling
Adventure duffle bag in true teal
(XL).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES
700*
A quantity of sports/fitness items to
include one boxed as new Avento
Fitness pump set, two as new Escape
Fitness Ulticore 6.4kg medicine balls
and a quantity of Redcon1 apparel.
£20 - 30
701*
One boxed as new BB Seats BB6
Diamond Stitched reclining tilting
bucket sports racing seat in black.
£40 - 60
702*
A quantity of tools, engineering parts
and related items.
£30 - 40
703*
One boxed Triton SJA100XL Super
Jaws portable clamping system.
£20 - 30
704*
One DeWalt DCS331 jigsaw, one
DeWalt DCG412 grinder and one
DeWalt DCL040 torch with battery
charger and accessories in a case.
£40 - 60
705*
Eighteen cans of as new Montana
Gold spray paint cans in various
colours, four as new Sennelier
titanium white artist's acrylic paint
(500ml), three as new Sennelier
cerulean blue artist's acrylic paint
(120ml) and 90 as new artist's
stretcher bars (32").
£30 - 40
706*
Four as new Fiskars HS53 hedge
shearers and one as new Fiskars L32
looper, anvil.
£30 - 40
707*
A quantity of as new Amerock
BP36644 BBZ 128 mm Pulls St.
Vincent in golden champagne
(Approximately 60).
£30 - 404
708*
One boxed as new Metabo
KGS216M 110V sliding compound
crosscut mitre saw.
£30 - 40
709*
One boxed as new DeWalt
DCV586MN 54V XR FlexVolt M-Class
dust extractor.
£80 - 100

710*
Two as new APC RBC140
replacement battery cartridges,
guaranteed UPS compatibility.
£40 - 60
711*
A quantity of miscellaneous tools,
industrial and electrical parts and
related items to include one boxed
as new Airplate AI-APT9 cabinet fan
system, nine as new Eaton RV3-10
pressure relief valves and one as
new CK mighty rods PRO 10m
standard kit.
£40 - 60
712*
Seventy five boxed as new Philips
Master TL-D Super 80 36W/840
fluorescent tubes.
£20 - 30
713*
One boxed Vespa cylinder kit 125
PX-TS E Sprint.
£30 - 40
714*
An as new Ring power pack 100
series and power pack charging
station.
£40 - 60
715*
One as new Givi Triumph motorcycle
side case in black.
£30 - 40
716*
One as new Givi Triumph motorcycle
side case in black.
£30 - 40
717*
A quantity of gardening and
agriculture related items to include
Aqua Flores A and B, Aqua Vega A
and B (5ltrs), one as new Bulldog
felling axe and one FloraBest 4-in-1
petrol multi-tool.
£20 - 30
718*
One boxed as new Grimmspeed Top
Mount Intercooler Kit for 2015-2017
Subaru WRX (Build #8052).
£120 - 150
719*
One boxed LUK RepSet clutch kit
with clutch pressure plate for Land
Rover/Range Rover (623 3145 09).
£20 - 30
720*
A boxed as new Joetisserie classic
rotisserie accessory.
£30 - 40

721*
Two boxed as Alcon O.E.
replacement rear rotor rings
(380mm x 30mm crescent grooved).
£220 - 250
722*
One boxed as new OEG Heating
circulation pump delivery head (CPAE 100/F40-220).
£120 - 150
723
A quantity of motorcycle clothing
and accessories to include an as new
Belstaff jacket (S), HJC and Caberg
helmets and Just Bikers jacket.
£40 - 60
723
A Kestrel spray gun and accessories,
a Black Spur polishing machine, a
Clarke auto body fender set and a
Supra Easy Flare imperial pipe flaring
tool.
£40 - 60
724*
One Pentair Jetinox 70/50 self
priming pump.
£20 - 30
725*
One Cobra Sport Ford Fiesta Mk6 0207 Zetec rear stainless steel exhaust
box.
£40 - 60
726*
A quantity of Nissan car vents and
related items.
£30 - 40
727*
A quantity of car parts/accessories
and related items.
£40 - 60
728*
Four packs of three bottles of
Chemical Guys car air fresheners and
odour neutralizers in New Car Smell,
Leather and Signature scents
(473ml).
£20 - 30
729*
A boxed as new Obdstar X300 DP
Plus powerful IMMO with diagnosis
and reset function.
£300 - 400
730*
Four packs of three bottles of
Chemical Guys car air fresheners and
odour neutralizers in New Car Smell,
Leather and Signature scents
(473ml).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

731*
One boxed BOFA Combined Filter
A1030297 (Fume extraction).
£60 - 80
732*
A quantity of boxed as new finger
operated shoot bolts (Eighteen
boxes of twenty).
£40 - 60
733*
One boxed as new Dimplex garage
fan heater NL10N (3kW, 230-240V
AC).
£20 - 30
734*
One boxed as new Dimplex garage
fan heater NL10N (3kW, 230-240V
AC).
£20 - 30
735*
One boxed as new Dimplex garage
fan heater NL10N (3kW, 230-240V
AC).
£20 - 30
736*
A quantity of as new RS Pro 3A hood
coupler M20 (Approximately 190).
£80 - 100
737*
A quantity of car parts/accessories,
and related items.
£40 - 60
738*
One boxed as new heavy duty
motorcycle ramp in black
(TRP615M).
£30 - 40
739*
One boxed as new ABB ACS355-03U31A0-4 20hp 480v 3 Ph AC drive
keypad HMI VFD motor controller.
£60 - 80
740*
One boxed as new ABB ACS355-03U31A0-4 20hp 480v 3 Ph AC drive
keypad HMI VFD motor controller.
£60 - 80
741*
One boxed as new ABB ACS355-03U31A0-4 20hp 480v 3 Ph AC drive
keypad HMI VFD motor controller.
£60 - 80
742*
One boxed as new ABB ACS355-03U31A0-4 20hp 480v 3 Ph AC drive
keypad HMI VFD motor controller.
£60 - 80

743
A Clarke Weld Pro-90 Mig welding kit
with helmet.
£40 - 60
744*
One boxed Nilfisk Multi II 30T wet
and dry vacuum cleaner in blue.
£20 - 30
745*
One as new Eaton MEM EBM161
16way 125a TPN Type B Memshield
3 distribution board.
£30 - 40
746*
One boxed as new Dimplex PLX200E
panel heater.
£30 - 40
747*
Fifty boxed as new Eaton P612 two
gang 13A switched sockets with a
white finish.
£20 - 30
748*
Fifty boxed as new Eaton P612 two
gang 13A switched sockets with a
white finish.
£20 - 30
749*
One Somfy motorised RDO 50 CSI
30/17 and one RDO 50 CSI 40/17 for
Somfy roll up garage doors, both
boxed as new.
£40 - 60
750*
One boxed Zip Aquapoint III Eco
under sink water heater (Slightly
damaged).
£30 - 40
751*
One boxed as new Clarke Raider
15/500 3HP air compressor (50ltr).
£60 - 80
752*
One boxed as new Eaton MEM
Memshield 3 nine way type A
metered board modbus (EAM9MB).
£80 - 100
753*
One boxed as new Eaton MEM
Memshield 3 nine way type A
metered board modbus (EAM9MB).
£80 - 100
754*
Fifty boxed as new Eaton P622 two
gang 13A switched sockets with a
white finish.
£30 - 40

755*
One boxed as new Eaton
EBMMPCT250M modbus meter
(Slightly scratched).
£80 - 100
756*
One Durr Dental suction pump.
£100 - 120
757*
One boxed as new DeWalt DCG412
angle grinder (No battery and some
damage to the box) and one preowned Titan TTL632CHN petrol
chainsaw.
£30 - 40
758*
A quantity of miscellaneous wire and
cable.
£20 - 30
759*
A boxed as new Adora floor
mounted freestanding bath shower
mixer (MBPS416F).
£40 - 60
760*
Twelve boxed as new JCC 7W
maintained self-test EXIT bulkheads
(IP65 with 4 legends).
£40 - 60
761*
A quantity of as new and pre-owned
tools, machine parts, fixtures and
fittings, mechanical instruments and
related items.
£60 - 80
762
A Hobbymat Universal MD65 lathe
(240V).
£60 - 80
763
A Cowells 90ME centre lathe.
£80 - 100
764
A Myford ML10 lathe (V141347).
£150 - 180
765
A Record Power ML-210 lathe on
wooden base.
£40 - 60
766
A small Cowells lathe.
£40 - 60
767
A Gryphon 240V lathe on metal
stand.
£60 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

768
A quantity of drill bits and
woodworking accessories together
with nail machine, solder station and
battery charger.
£40 - 60
769
A quantity of assorted
woodworking/lathe accessories.
£60 - 80
770*
A SGS tool box on wheels with tools.
£60 - 80
771*
A stillage full of miscellaneous items
to include transformer and welding
rods . (stillage not included).
£30 - 40
772*
A stillage full of miscellaneous items
to include piping and table top.
(Stillage not included).
£30 - 40
773*
A pre-owned Myford ML7 lathe.
£200 - 240
774*
A quantity of pre-owned tools to
include power tools and hand tools.
£40 - 60
775*
A quantity of pre-owned tools to
include power tools and hand tools.
£40 - 60
776*
A quantity of pre-owned tools to
include power tools and hand tools.
£40 - 60
777*
Eight as new tyres: a Mohawk
245/40ZR18, a Triangle 235/45R18
98Y, a Marshal 175/70R14, a Barum
245/45R16, a Barum 245/45ZR18, a
Continental 135/70R15 and two
Continental 295/40 ZR20.
£220 - 260
778*
Ten boxed as new D9800NR 20VA
dual volt shaver sockets.
£30 - 40
779*
Two boxed as new Endon Knight
Flush three light spotlight (39167).
£30 - 40
780*
A quantity of tool batteries to
include Bosch, Milwaukee and
Makita.
£40 - 60

781*
Ten boxed as new D9800NR 20VA
dual volt shaver sockets.
£30 - 40
782*
Five boxed as new Ei100MRF
RadioLINK+ Modules (Fire and gas
detection).
£30 - 40
783*
One boxed as new V-tac VT-300 LED
floodlight in black (300W).
£20 - 30
784*
Twelve boxed as new Schneider
Electric miniature circuit breakers
A9F04316.
£30 - 40
785*
Twelve boxed as new RHP Self-Lube
bearings (SFT25).
£40 - 60
786*
Eight boxed as new Schneider
Electric miniature circuit breakers
A9F04316 and twelve boxed as new
Schneider Electric miniature circuit
breakers A9F04106.
£30 - 40
787*
Thirteen boxed as new RHP SelfLube bearings (SFT25).
£60 - 70
788*
A boxed as new Ican mini pressure
outdoor washer (GFS-C18 5L).
£30 - 40
789*
A quantity of tools and related items
to include hammers and Festool
sanding discs.
£30 - 40
790*
A boxed as new Bosch AQT-3713
pressure washer.
£30 - 40
791*
Eight as new ASD lighting half
lanterns in black (HL/BK060P).
£20 - 30
792*
Four boxed as new Crabtree
moulded case circuit breakers.
£40 - 60
793*
Six boxes of ten Genuine Conlok
angle boxes by Demon Cato (25mm
galvanised).
£30 - 40

794*
A quantity of as new miscellaneous
electrical items and components.
£40 - 60
795*
Nine boxes of 2500 and a quantity of
loose as new TacWise 16G/32mm
finish nails.
£20 - 30
796*
Three as new Expert By Facom
E031806 3/8" Drive 61-piece socket
and ratchet sets.
£40 - 50
797*
One boxed as new Piusi Bi-Pump 24v
portable diesel transfer pump.
£60 - 80
798*
One boxed as new V-tac VT-300 LED
floodlight in black (300W).
£20 - 30
799*
An Ensign Evo 300 upright vacuum 5
litre dust bag capacity in grey with
instruction manual.
£30 - 40
800*
A boxed as new Rubbermaid
professional plus compact utility
trolley.
£20 - 30
801*
A Delonghi Pinguino silent air
conditioning unit (PAC C92).
£40 - 60
802*
Three boxed as new Stanley Bailey
planes 18".
£40 - 60
803*
Ten as new Eaton Bussmann centred
tag fuses (170M1566D).
£60 - 80
804*
Ten as new Eaton Bussmann centred
tag fuses (170M1566D).
£60 - 80
805*
Two boxed as new Snap-On
screwdrivers (SGDMRC44BG).
£30 - 40
806*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 5A cartridge fuses.
£60 - 80
807*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 5A cartridge fuses.
£60 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

808*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 5A cartridge fuses.
£60 - 80
809*
An as new Petzl Quark ice axe
climbing hammer.
£30 - 40
810*
A boxed as new ESAB Sentinel A50
auto darkening welding helmet.
£40 - 60
811*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 13A cartridge fuses.
£60 - 80
812*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 13A cartridge fuses.
£60 - 80
813*
One pack of 1000 as new Bussman
TDC 180 13A cartridge fuses.
£60 - 80
814*
One as new Nitro racing NGFP
motorcycle helmet (M) and three
bottles of Shell Advance 10W-40 AX7
motorcycle oil (4ltr).
£20 - 30
815*
A quantity of Megaman dimmable
LED lamps par16 (G10).
£30 - 40
816*
Ten boxed as new Vittoria ITS
Graphene 25-622 bicycle tyres (Allround Rubino Pro) and twelve
bottles of as new GT85 bike wash.
£40 - 60
817*
A quantity of as new Irwin 10502187
280mm Speed Hammer Max Chisels
Flat, two as Irwin circular saw blades
1897087 and one pair of as new
Irwin sabre saw blades 10506432.
£20 - 30
818*
A quantity of as new Lenox Classic
Pro band saw blades.
£40 - 60
819*
A large quantity of Ring Type Joints
generally used in high pressure
applications such as the Oil, Gas,
Petrochemical and Offshore
industries.
£30 - 40

820*
A HPVS seal designed for use on
difficult applications, including oil
pipeline pumping, water injection
and boiler feed duties.
£40 - 60
821*
Four boxed as new E-Matic LED
panel lights 1200 x 600
(ELEDP1200C5A/4000).
£30 - 40

CATERING EQUIPMENT
822
A quantity of café equipment and
stock to include crockery, pots,
glassware and accessories.
£40 - 60
823
A Bush DWFS126S dishwasher and
an under counter freezer.
£40 - 60
824
A Casio SE-G1 electronic cash
register with key.
£20 - 30
825
A quantity of restaurant/café tables
and chairs (Some tables require
assembly) together with three
highchairs.
£60 - 80
826
A Kenwood five ring gas range oven.
£40 - 60
827
Two Russell Hobbs four slice
toasters, a Sharp microwave and a
Pacific microwave.
£30 - 40
828
A Polar Refrigeration CD229 230W
chiller cabinet.
£60 - 80
829
A Polar refrigeration large
commercial fridge.
£60 - 80
830
A kitchen dresser with eight assorted
blackboard signs.
£30 - 40
831
A Swan double fryer and an Ace grill
plate.
£40 - 60

832
An electronic water urn, a Kitchen
Aid blender and a DeLonghi coffee
machine.
£30 - 40
833
Two stainless steel preparation
tables (One on wheels).
£40 - 60

MULTI-TOOLS
AND KNIVES
(Over 18s only)
834*
Nine Victorinox multi tools (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
835*
Thirteen assorted multi tools to
include Leatherman and Gerber
(Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
836*
Ten assorted multi tools to include
Leatherman and Benchmark (Over
18s only).
£30 - 40
837*
Nine Victorinox multi tools (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
838*
Eight Victorinox multi tools and one
Wenger multi tool (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
839*
Ten Victorinox multi tools and two
Leatherman multi tools (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
840*
Eight Victorinox multi tools and one
Wenger multi tool (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
841*
Nine assorted multi tools and a
Wenger multi tool (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
842*
A tray of sharps to include Knives,
scissors and related items (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30
843*
A box of assorted sharps to include
lighters, scissors and knives (Over
18s only).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

ALCOHOL
844*
A twin pack of Taittinger Brut
Reserve champagne (2 x 750ml)
(Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
845*
Auchentoshan Springwood single
malt (1ltr), The Macallan Quest
Highland single malt (1ltr) and
Glenfiddich Signature Malt aged 12
years (350ml) (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
846*
A Johnnie Walker Gold Label Reserve
(1ltr) together with a Johnnie Walker
Red Label twin pack (2 x 1ltr) (Over
18s only).
£30 - 40
847*
A quantity of assorted alcohol to
include Captain Morgan, Baileys,
Mondelli Prosecco and Mozart (20
items - Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
848*
Chivas Regal Extra (1ltr), The Famous
Grouse (1ltr), Yellow Rose (750ml)
and two Johnny Walker Red Label
miniatures (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
849*
Three assorted gins/gin based
products; Tanqueray Export Strength
(700ml), Edinburgh Gin Distillery
rhubarb and ginger (500ml) and
Roku gin (700ml) (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
850*
Two Jack Daniel's Old No 7 (1ltr)
(Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
851*
Three assorted gins/gin based
products; Bombay Sapphire (1ltr),
Williams GB Extra Dry (500ml) and
Carthy and Black Yorkshire Original
gin cream liqueur (500ml) (Over 18s
only).
£20 - 30
852*
Three assorted gins; Swiss Ori + Gin
Ginuine (700ml), Rademon Estate
Shortcross gin (700ml) and Whitley
Neil rhubarb and ginger gin (1ltr)
(Over 18s only).
£20 - 30

853*
A quantity of alcohol to include;
Amarula, Fernando de Castilla,
Camus and Inniskillin (11 items Over 18s only).
£30 - 40

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
AND MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS
854*
A quantity of as new Dr. Beckmann
non-bio travel wash (Approximately
60 packs of 2 x 100ml).
£40 - 60
855*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include household cleaning products
and power bank phone chargers.
£30 - 40
856*
A quantity of pet and livestock items
to include one as new Abaxaca Big
Dog Collar and one as new XL Bander
castration applicator.
£20 - 30
857*
One pre-owned Pitney Bowes DM60
K700 digital mailing system.
£40 - 60
858*
A quantity of Loctek 2 in 1 universal
tablet desk stand and wall mount
brackets.
£30 - 40
859*
A quantity of as new Dr. Beckmann
non-bio travel wash (Approximately
60 packs of 2 x 100ml).
£40 - 60
860*
A quantity of price labelling guns in
various colours (Approximately 15).
£20 - 30
861*
Five boxes of disposable vinyl gloves
in various sizes.
£20 - 30
862*
A boxed as new Mr Fredricks Egg in
green 50cm (AGG0247).
£60 - 80
863*
One boxed as new LMG WR150 wire
binding machine.
£20 - 30

864*
One as new Irwin 300 Stillson
wrench 36in - T300/36.
£30 - 40
865*
Forty eight as new Drizzles dome
umbrellas in various colours.
£40 - 60
866*
Seven boxes of twelve as new Snap
It eyeglass repair kits.
£30 - 40
867*
A quantity of as new The Lazy Panda
animal thank you cards with
envelopes (Packs of twelve,
approximately 60).
£40 - 60
868*
A quantity of as new Value Aid foil
blankets (140cm x 210cm).
£20 - 30
869*
A quantity of stationary and related
items to include A4 copier paper,
notebooks and pens.
£20 - 30
870*
One as new Bisley 29/8BNL
Multidrawer eight drawer storage
unit in cream along with three as
new portable office safes.
£30 - 40
871*
Twelve as new Elmer's washable, no
run school glue (946ml).
£20 - 30
872*
Seven boxes of twelve as new Snap
It eyeglass repair kits.
£30 - 40
873*
Twelve as new Elmer's washable, no
run school glue (946ml).
£20 - 30
874*
Six boxed as new Lifesaver Essential
alarm packs (Carbon monoxide and
smoke alarms).
£20 - 30
875*
Twelve as new Elmer's washable, no
run school glue (946ml).
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

876*
A quantity of miscellaneous food,
drink and related items to include
five packs of Tassimo Americano
pods (24 x 9g), extra virgin olive oil
and Rajah Madras Gold curry
powder (2 x 10k).
£30 - 40
877*
A quantity of as new Travel Rest
Nest memory foam travel pillows in
grey (Approximately 10).
£30 - 40
878*
A quantity of as new Design Guild
Limited Cassia Alchemilla cushions
(60x45).
£60 - 80
879*
Twenty four boxed as new Oasiswj
Nespresso coffee capsule stands.
£20 - 30
880*
A quantity of as new Giannini
kitchenware/utensils to include six
Red Methacrylate trays, one LaBond
stainless steel serving pan and two
twenty four piece cutlery sets.
£30 - 40
881*
A quantity of miscellaneous
household items to include one as
new toaster, lamps, canvas prints,
matts and wallpaper.
£40 - 60
882*
Four as new Giannini high durability
frying pans and six boxed as new
Giannini squared oil jars.
£30 - 40
883*
Six boxed as new Brandani Peonia
Collection New Bone China teapots
with cups in white.
£30 - 40
884*
Six boxed as new Brandani Abbraci
porcelain casserole dishes.
£20 - 30
885*
Three boxed as new Brandani
cuckoo clocks in beige and white
(55813).
£30 - 40
886*
Three boxed as new Brandani
cuckoo clocks in beige and white
(55813).
£30 - 40

887*
Six boxed as new Wrendale Designs
by Hannah Dale tea, coffee and
sugar canisters.
£20 - 30
888*
Two boxed as new Cosori Premium
6-quart pressure cookers CP016-PC.
£30 - 40
889*
A quantity of pillows, cushions,
duvets and related items to include
one as new Dormeo Octasense
pillow, one as new Silentnight Warm
& Cosy duvet and three Paoletti
Bumble Jewelled velvet filled
boudoir cushions in charcoal.
£30 - 40
890*
A boxed as new Krups Sub home
draft beer system.
£20 - 30
891*
A boxed as new Krups Sub home
draft beer system.
£20 - 30
892*
A boxed as new Sage Smart Grinder
Pro (BCG820BSS).
£30 - 40
893*
A boxed as new Sage Smart Grinder
Pro (BCG820BSS).
£30 - 40
894*
One boxed Rotimatic flatbread
maker.
£80 - 100
895*
One GROHE Eurostyle Cosmipolitan
chrome kitchen mixer tap, one Flova
Cascade shower set (CAHSS), one
Mosa bamboo bath matt and one
electronic foot massager, all as new.
£40 - 60
896*
A quantity of as new Smartcook
microwave steamers.
£20 - 30
897*
A large quantity of household
related items to include Russell
Hobbs toaster, bedding and a
Dormeo pillow.
£30 - 40
898*
A pre-owned Buffalo meat slicer
(Model 0000827MIUK).
£30 - 40

899*
Two boxed as new Marcato Atlas
150 pasta machines (Some damage
to boxes).
£20 - 30
900*
A quantity of miscellaneous
household items to include one
boxed Igenix 20ltr manual
microwave, one boxed as new
Black+Decker digital advantage iron,
and one boxed Black+Decker
cordless lithium ion hand vacuum
and two boxed as new SilverCrest
power blenders.
£40 - 60
901*
Six boxed as new Ludattica My Farm
three-in-one educational games.
£30 - 40
902*
Five boxed as new Carmella
Smackdown Live New Orleans
limited edition framed prints (15" x
17").
£30 - 40
903*
Five boxed as new Carmella
Smackdown live New Orleans limited
edition framed prints (15" x 17").
£30 - 40
904*
Five boxed as new Carmella
Smackdown live New Orleans limited
edition framed prints (15" x 17").
£30 - 40
905*
A quantity of miscellaneous kitchen
items to include one as new
Saladmaster 16Qt pot roaster, six
Millennia three inch paring knives
and four boxes of twelve Vollrath
utility tongs.
£40 - 60
906*
A quantity of Avaya office phones
(Approximately 12).
£30 - 40
907*
Sixty boxed as new copies of The
Five Minute Journal (A happier you
in five minutes a day).
£40 - 60
908*
Eight as new Bosign Hideaway cable
organisers in white and neutral (M).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

909*
Five boxed as new Goldline DVD
brackets 608C.
£20 - 30
910*
Ten as new Cabin Max expandable
backpacks in black.
£40 - 60
911*
A quantity of bags to include one as
new Under Armour extra small
duffel, one as new New Balance
sport backpack, ten as new Quadra
Academy gymsacs in bottle green
and a large quantity of
miscellaneous Tote/carrier bags.
£20 - 30
912*
A quantity of as new Travel Rest
Nest memory foam travel pillows in
grey (Approximately 10).
£30 - 40
913*
Thirty six as new Maturi silver plated
photo frames (6" x 8").
£60 - 80
914*
A quantity of boxed as new Luxury
pencil sets (Approximately 50).
£20 - 30
915*
Five boxed as new Carmella The
Iiconics Smackdown live New
Orleans limited edition framed prints
(15" x 17").
£30 - 40
916*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include light up balloons, greetings
cards and neon paint.
£20 - 30
917*
Eighteen boxed as new Lenkon 24
piece cutlery sets.
£30 - 40
918*
A boxed as new Grizzly electric lawn
mower (ERM1846).
£40 - 60
919*
A large quantity of stationary and
related items.
£30 - 40
920*
One YF-90 Desktop Cutting Machine
(Slightly dented).
£20 - 30

921*
One boxed as new Payton Hexagonal
Pendant 1 Light in polished chrome.
£20 - 30
922*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include one boxed as new Juliette
Collection television/media unit in
cream, a quantity of as new Terraen
Nomad collection house matts and
one boxed as new kneeling stool.
£30 - 40
923*
Nine boxed as new Trodat 4755 DIY
text and date stamps and one boxed
PENfriend2.
£20 - 30
924*
One boxed DQ Colossus heavy duty
television wall mount in black.
£30 - 40
925*
Two boxes of as new and used tools
to include spanners, allen keys,
hammers, screwdrivers and two
boxes of miscellaneous items to
include toys and household items.
£20 - 30
926*
A quantity of toys and related items
to include one boxed as new
Nickelodeon Paw Patrol, one boxed
Diddy Bike and six boxed as new
Jilong Neon Fashion Pools.
£20 - 30
927*
One boxed as new desk and chair for
children's study C70SN/C80SN in
blue and white.
£20 - 30
928*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include a Wind pilot for boats and a
Wylex fuse box.
£30 - 40
929*
One boxed as new square tube and
pipe towel rail KUB512C (1200 x
500mm) and one bathroom mirror
defogger (250 x 600mm).
£20 - 30
930*
Three as new Babyactive Trippy
Gondolas and part frame in dark
black.
£20 - 30
931*
A quantity of mainly as new cuddly
toy dolls and related items.
£30 - 40

932*
Twelve boxed as new Snug Play kids
headphones in purple (SNPLAYPU).
£20 - 30
933*
One as new Challenger 288271-03
speciality single lid ATV aluminium
black rear toolbox.
£40 - 60
934*
Twenty boxed as new WH
Münzprüfer Berlin GmbH EMP
800.00 v7 electronic coin validators.
£30 - 40
935*
A boxed as new Cybex Platinum
Priam seat pack in fancy pink.
£30 - 40
936*
One boxed as new Zara Home
convertible highchair and a quantity
of as new Pampers nappies.
£40 - 60
937*
Two boxed as new Pre History board
games.
£30 - 40
938*
Two boxed as new Pre History board
games.
£30 - 40
939*
Two boxed as new Pre History board
games.
£30 - 40
940*
A large quantity of fabrics and
related items.
£30 - 40
941*
A large quantity of medical
accessories and related items.
£30 - 40
942*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include one boxed as new Mind
Reader wood/metal utility cart, one
boxed as new Sapphire Premier
shelving kit and one boxed Rex
Industrial floodlight (N6080).
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

943*
A quantity of mainly as new toys,
board games and other related
children's items to include three
boxed as new Bic Kids Your Activity
Case Colour It Stick It, one boxed as
new Osmo Detective Agency and
one boxed as new Rock Crawler 4X4
remote control car.
£30 - 40
944*
Eight boxed as new Andreu Toys
Logic Blocks (48 pieces).
£20 - 30
945
A dolls house with large quantity of
Victorian style dolls house furniture.
£100 - 120
946
A Dermaco Pro VX 6 in 1 facial
machine (Sold as parts).
£100 - 200
947*
A quantity of household items to
include one boxed as new Roseland
blanket box in a hand wax finish, one
boxed as new console table and one
boxed as new footstool in black.
£30 - 40
948*
Six boxed as new Funko POP Zodiac
vinyl figures (Aquarius, Pisces,
Capricorn, Scorpio, Virgo and Aries).
£20 - 30
949*
Six boxed as new Funko POP Zodiac
vinyl figures (Aquarius, Pisces,
Capricorn, Scorpio, Virgo and Aries).
£20 - 30
950*
A quantity of Funko POP vinyl figures
to include 8-Bit Freddy Funko, Bugsy
Wingnut and Magnus Twistknot (12
figures).
£30 - 40
951*
Twelve boxed as new Yu-Gi-Oh! duel
power boxes trading card game.
£30 - 40
952*
A quantity of collectables to include
Funk POP The Witcher Wild Hunt
Triss and Ciri vinyl figures, four
World of POP books (Volumes 3,4,5
and 6) and one Marvel Avengers
ceramic sculpted mug, all as new.
£30 - 40

953*
One boxed as new Ergobaby Metro
compact city pushchair in black and
blue.
£50 - 60
954
An Edifier Prisma e3350bt Bluetooth
speaker.
£20 - 30
955*
A Rockwell Automation PowerFlex
755 AC Drive (Damaged, sold for
parts only).
£30 - 60
956*
A boxed as new MasterSounds
Radius 2 2-channel rotary analog DJ
mixer in Silver (Box open).
£280 - 350
957
Two display stands, CCTV power
point, Panasound microphones and
other items.
£20 - 30
958
A Sharp SG-400e music centre with
two speakers.
£20 - 30
959
A quantity of
electrical/miscellaneous items to
include Boombeatz 5 in 1 wireless
headphones, post boxes, speakers
and related items.
£20 - 30
960*
Twelve Manuka honey (Various
sizes).
£30 - 40
961*
A Harrods My First snowglobe, a
Goebel Britto snowglobe, a John
Lewis swan snowglobe and a
Harrods large hand finished musical
snowglobe.
£20 - 30
962*
Eleven Manuka honey (Various
sizes).
£30 - 40
963*
Four boxed as new ProBreeze hand
held vacuums (PB-VO1).
£30 - 40
964*
A boxed as new Petzl Zigzag Plus
mechanical Prusik for arborists.
£40 - 60

965*
Four boxed as new ProBreeze hand
held vacuums (PB-VO1).
£30 - 40
966*
A quantity of as new household and
gardening items, Georg Jensen
child's cutlery set and related items.
£20 - 30
967*
Five boxed as new Philips Avent
natural breast pumps.
£30 - 40
968*
Five boxed as new Philips Avent
natural breast pumps.
£30 - 40
969*
A quantity of Castle Arts white metal
miniatures and related items.
£30 - 40
970*
A boxed as new Quake Champion
Scalebearer Edition PC game.
£30 - 40
971*
Six boxed as new Hoover Handy
hand held vacuums.
£30 - 40
972*
A boxed as new Bocci LED blown
glass bubble shade.
£80 - 100
973*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
974*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
975*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
976*
Four boxed as new Giannini TUA
coffee makers.
£30 - 40
977*
Two The White Company
Flower/Autumn reed diffusers,
Neal's Yard Calming diffuser, Dr
Vranjes home fragrance and Sabon
room fragrance.
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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978*
A quantity of assorted reed
diffusers/room scents to include
Next Prosecco sparkling diffusers,
Verveine diffuser and Profumo
Ambiente Limone (Approximately 12
items).
£20 - 30
979*
A Culti Milano Foglie Di Cassis Musk
diffuser (No reeds included).
£20 - 30
980*
A pre-owned Dyson Supersonic
hairdryer.
£30 - 40
981*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
982*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
983*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
984*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
985*
One boxed as new Philips Cinema
Xenon lamp XDC 4200S.
£200 - 250
986*
A box of twelve as new Philips HIDPV C 35 /S CDM 220-240V 50/60Hz
NG Electronic divers for HID lamps,
eighteen Thermoscreens Ecopower
air conditioning air curtain controller
T7263702 CVR1008-9-1
motherboards and a boxed as new
Bravo Communications 1042E Highspeed Parallel Port Line extender.
£30 - 40
987*
A quantity of as new REAN NYS373-2
phono plugs gold plated red
(Approximately 100).
£20 - 30

988*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
989*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
990*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
991*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
992*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
993*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
994*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
995*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
996*
Twenty four as new Xtreme extra
strong room aromas 22ml (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
997*
A pair of boxed as new Beats
Powerbeats 3 wireless headphones.
£30 - 60
998*
Ten as new Skylane Optics
SGT00P10DR0AC09 SFP copper
transceiver modules.
£30 - 60
999*
Thirteen packs of as new Saunders
5/16" Combo Arrow Points 100
Grain (100 pack, over eighteens
only).
£40 - 60

1000*
Twelve packs of as new Saunders
5/16" Combo Arrow Points 100
Grain (100 pack, over 18s only).
£40 - 50
1001*
Four as new Newnex FireNEX-uLink-S
8m USB 3.0 active repeater cables
(USB-A to USB-B) (Packaging sealed).
£30 - 40
1002*
A boxed as new Kodak PH0211550
Printhead Jetting Module (Box
opened).
£25 - 40
1003*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include snow globes, toys and
household items together with two
boxes of new and used tools.
£30 - 40
1004*
One boxed as new Evolution Audio
RZ12A V3 Active speaker in black.
£20 - 30
1005*
A Nortel MG1010 Media Gateway
Chassis (Possibly pre-owned).
£100 - 140
1006*
One boxed as new Flexson premium
floor stand for Sonos Play:1 and one
boxed as new Millenium SR-2012
professional studio rack.
£30 - 40
1007*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include one boxed as new Einhell
Classic TC-VC 1820-S wet and dry
vacuum cleaner, one Quest twenty
litre catering urn, one boxed as new
Leitmotiv side table and a selection
of Annie Sloane chalk paint.
£30 - 40
1008*
A boxed as new Away The bigger
carry on suitcase in dark blue.
£40 - 60
1009*
A boxed as new Away the
everywhere carry bag in black.
£40 - 60
1010*
One boxed as new Tempest Painted
Range four drawer TV unit in storm
grey.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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1011*
One as new The North Face Rolling
Thunder luggage case in green.
£20 - 30
1012*
A Toshiba 75" Ultra HD 4K Smart TV,
a Cello C50ANSMT 50" UHD 4K
Smart TV and an Acer VP278H
Moniter (All with damaged screens
and displays. Sold for spares only).
£20 - 40
1013*
One boxed as new USTM reverse
osmosis system RO8 (Under sink
water filtration system).
£60 - 80
1014*
A boxed as new 7-lamp stylish glass
ball hanging LED ceiling lamp.
£20 - 30
1015*
A quantity of boxed a new
collapsible coffee cups.
£30 - 40
1016*
A large quantity of Littles and
Bloomz reusable cloth nappy inserts
boosters.
£30 - 40
1017*
One boxed as new Harmony
Furnishings four drawer bedroom
chest in white.
£30 - 40
1018*
One boxed as new Wagner HEA
Control Pro 350 Extra paint spraying
system.
£100 - 150
1019*
One pair of boxed as new Dhillon
barstools in grey and black.
£40 - 60
1020*
One as new Rubbermaid Quick Cart
in dark grey (1902465, large).
£60 - 80
1021*
One boxed as new Contour
Ergonomics Sit Stand workstation.
£30 - 40
1022*
Four boxed as new RL-18-LED ring
lights.
£40 - 60
1023*
One boxed as new Cybex Pallas-Fix
car seat in black.
£30 - 40

1024*
One boxed as new heat press
machine HP5IN1-1 3838 (T-shirt
swing press).
£40 - 60
1025*
Assorted home items to include
Fortnum & Mason flasks, Cath
Kidston tea for one set, glass vase,
Rituals room fragrances and
Fortnum & Mason Christmas
decorations.
£30 - 40
1026*
A large quantity of Away black
leather luggage tags and one set of
six Away luggage cubes.
£30 - 40
1027*
A ResMed Air 10 (Possibly new, no
sign of use, complete with
instruction books).
£40 - 60
1028*
A pre-owned Philips Respironics
Dream Station.
£30 - 40
1029*
A pre-owned Rem-Star Auto A-Flex
together with a pre-owned Omron
M2 Basic blood pressure machine.
£30 - 40
1030*
A pre-owned Philips Respironics
Dream Station.
£30 - 40
1031*
A pre-owned ResMed Air curve 10.
£30 - 40
1032*
A pre-owned ResMed Air Sense 10.
£30 - 40
1033*
A pre-owned Philips Respironics
Inspiration Elite.
£30 - 40
1034*
One boxed as new Dame Eva II
vibrator for couples (Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
1035*
A quantity of as new adult DVDs,
adult books and some fetish items
(Over 18s only).
£20 - 30
1036*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Brother
(Approximately 40).
£60 - 80

1037*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Hewlett
Packard and Brother (Approximately
40).
£60 - 80
1038*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Brother
(Approximately 40).
£60 - 80
1039*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Samsung
and Brother (Approximately 40).
£60 - 80
1040*
A quantity of Staples toner
cartridges compatible with Brother
(Approximately 40).
£60 - 80
1041*
Two boxes of food to include
spreads, preserves and jams.
£30 - 40
1042*
Five boxes of assorted foods and
related items to include jams,
spreads and preserves.
£30 - 40
1043*
Two boxes of miscellaneous items to
include household items, toys, snow
globes and a box of as new and used
tools.
£30 - 40
1044*
Two boxes of jams/preserves to
include Harrods and Fortnum and
Mason.
£20 - 30
1045
A quantity of mixed media including
DVD's, CD's, etc. (Sold on behalf of St
Peters Hospice).
£40 - 60
1046*
Two boxes of miscellaneous items to
include toys and souvenirs, a box of
books and a quantity of as new toys
to include Paddington and Paw
Patrol.
£40 - 60
1047*
A large quantity of Marks and
Spencer pillow toppers/protectors.
£30 - 40
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1048*
Three boxes of assorted
miscellaneous items to include toys
and souvenirs together with a box of
books.
£30 - 40
1049*
A quantity of miscellaneous items to
include books, stationary, toys,
water/sports bottles and related
items.
£20 - 30
1050*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include toys, souvenirs and
household items.
£30 - 40
1051*
A quantity of as new toys to include
Nerf, Lego, Duplo and Playmobil.
£40 - 60
1052*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include toys, souvenirs and
household items.
£30 - 40
1053*
Three boxes of miscellaneous items
to include toys, souvenirs and
household items.
£30 - 40
1054
A pair of Bowers and Wilkins DM603
S3 floor standing speakers, a Mission
Elegante E81 speaker with box and
accessories, a Mission Elegante E80
speaker with box and accessories,
four APart CM Series built in
speakers (3 boxed, missing grills),
three Bowers and Wilkins spare
parts and a Dynaudio Amplifier Xeo
3 spare part (All items untested, sold
as seen).
£80 - 140
1055*
A quantity of advertisement stands
and related items.
£10 - 20
1056*
Four boxes of assorted books and
related items.
£20 - 30
1057
A quantity of assorted new and preowned electrical items and
accessories (All untested, sold as
seen).
£30 - 60

1058*
A quantity of sporting/camping
items/umbrellas/shopping trolleys
and related items.
£20 - 30
1059*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80
1060*
A LifeSize Icon 400 LFZ-033 HD
Conference Video Camera (Boxed
with accessories, possibly preowned).
£60 - 80
1061*
A boxed as new Whirlwind FX VortX
environmental simulator for PC
gaming.
£20 - 40
1062*
A boxed as new Synology
RackStation RS818RP+ 4-Bay NAS
server.
£200 - 300
1063*
A box of assorted as new audio
equipment and cables to include
Shure, Thomann, Rode, DreiTec and
TC Electronics.
£40 - 80
1064*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80
1065*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80
1066*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80
1067*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80
1068*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80

1069*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80
1070*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80
1071*
A box of assorted new and preowned cables, electronics and
accessories.
£40 - 80
1072*
A SoundCraft Spirit SX RW5348
052887 Mixer and a SoundCraft
Spirit SX Folio RW5348 050223 Mixer
(Missing one slider knob) (Both
mixers have some sliders bent, no
power supplies, both untested) and
a padded carry bag (Damaged zip).
£30 - 60
1073*
A boxed as new Advantech ACP4000MB-40CE 4U Rackmount
Chassis with PS8-400ATX-ZE power
supply.
£60 - 80
1074*
A boxed as new HP CE516A-RFB
Transfer Kit and a boxed as new HP
CE515A Fuser Kit.
£80 - 100
1076*
A large box of assorted pillows and
neck cushions etc.
£20 - 30
1077*
A boxed as new Yalu BM1418ZXF
750W 48V Electric Trike Conversion
Kit.
£30 - 40
1078*
Two boxes of assorted as new
medical related items.
£40 - 80
1079*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1080*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1081*
A boxed as new Car Multimedia GPS
System with Capacitive Screen
(Model: 8013K).
£30 - 40
1082*
A quantity of boxed as new LED table
lamps (Model: IM889T)
(Approximately 80 items).
£60 - 80
1083*
A box of assorted drinking bottles.
£20 - 30
1084*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1085*
A boxed as new Car Multimedia GPS
system with Capacitive Screen
(Model: 1067K).
£30 - 40
1086*
A boxed as new Car Multimedia GPS
system with Capacitive Screen
(Model: 1067K).
£30 - 40
1087
Four modern framed prints.
£10 - 20
1088*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1089*
Four boxes of assorted wallpapers to
include Rashe, Anaglypta, SK Filson
and Morris & Co.
£30 - 40
1090*
Three boxes of miscellaneous items
to include fittings, fixtures,
household items and a box of pet
accessories.
£30 - 40
1091*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1092*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40

1093*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1094*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1095*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1096*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1097*
Sixty boxed as new Patch Panda 5MP
Kids Camera in Pink and Blue.
£80 - 100
1098*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1099*
Three boxes of miscellaneous items
to include fittings, fixtures,
household items and two boxes of
Christmas/ Birthday cards.
£30 - 40
1100*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1101*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1102*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1103*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1104*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40

1105*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1106*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1107*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1108*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1109*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1110*
Twenty nine as new boxes of ten
Into Light skin replenishing anti aging
sheet face masks (Use by
5/12/2019).
£40 - 60
1111*
Thirty as new boxes of ten Into Light
skin replenishing anti aging sheet
face masks (Use by 10/12/2019).
£40 - 60
1112*
Thirty as new boxes of ten Into Light
skin replenishing anti aging sheet
face masks (Use by dates vary, end
of 2019).
£40 - 60
1113*
Thirty as new boxes of ten Into Light
skin replenishing anti aging sheet
face masks (Use by dates vary, end
of 2019).
£40 - 60
1114*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures, household
items and Christmas tree.
£30 - 40
1115*
A quantity of cables/wires.
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1116*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1117*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1118*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1119*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1120*
Three boxes of miscellaneous items
to include fittings, fixtures,
household items and a box of sports
equipment (Over 18s only).
£30 - 40
1121*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1122*
A quantity of as new/used toys to
include Lego, Pop figures, Playmobile
and Disney.
£40 - 60
1123*
Four boxes of as new/used tools to
include Mac tools, Milwaukee,
Sealey and Irwin.
£40 - 60
1124*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1125*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1126*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40

1127*
A boxed as new Car Multimedia GPS
System with Capacitive Screen
(Model: 87207K).
£30 - 40
1128*
Five boxes of assorted as new
miscellaneous items to include
wooden beads, infuser water
bottles, toothbrush holders, LED
lamps and other items.
£40 - 60
1129*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1130*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1131*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1132*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1133*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures, household
items and toys.
£30 - 40
1134*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fixtures, fitting and
household items.
£30 - 40
1135*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fixing, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1136*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fixing, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1137*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fixtures, fitting and
household items.
£30 - 40

1138*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fixtures, fitting and
household items.
£30 - 40
1139*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fixtures, fitting and
household items.
£30 - 40
1140*
Four wheeled stage/rehearsal
mirrors, approximately 6ft x 4ft.
£600 - 650
1141*
A Rascal 320 motorized wheelchair
with charger.
£60 - 80
1142*
An Invacare Storm 3 motorized
wheelchair with charger.
£60 - 80
1143*
An Omnipresent BaObab desk by
Philippe Starck for Vitra (Some
damage).
£20 - 30
1144*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1145*
Eight bags of books to include
fiction/non-fiction.
£15 - 20
1146*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1147*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1148*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1149*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1150*
A quantity of fittings, accessories
and component parts etc.
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

1151*
Three boxes of miscellaneous items
to include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1152*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures, household
items, baby items and accessories.
£30 - 40
1153*
Three boxes of miscellaneous items
to include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1154*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1155*
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1156*
Four boxes of miscellaneous items to
include fittings, fixtures and
household items.
£30 - 40
1157*
A quantity of as new Titan Grip self
adhesive cable clips in black
(Approximately 120 packs of
twenty).
£80 - 100
1158*
A quantity of as new Wylex NHXB06
6 Amp 6KA Single Pole Type B MCBs
(Approximately 100).
£40 - 60
1159*
A boxed as new Bosch Combi drill
and Impact set to include two
batteries and charger (models
GSB18VE-2LI and GDR18V-LI).
£40 - 60
1160*
A lady's as new Ping G Le Golf
Fairway Wood and head cover.
£30 - 40
1161*
A boxed as new Triad In Wall Bronze
Satellite Speaker (Model: 4403-10003).
£20 - 30
1162*
A boxed as new electric bike battery.
£30 - 40

1163*
A box of as new decorative LED lights
for cars (Two types).
£30 - 40
1164*
A quantity of as new sexual pleasure
items to include one boxed as new
Master Series Silencer Inflatable
Locking Gag and one as new Bad
Dragon Nocturne dildo (Over 18s
only).
£30 - 40
1165*
A boxed as new Shanshan Hailong
down tube type electric bike battery.
£30 - 40
1166*
Assorted car seats/booster seats.
£15 - 20

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

These Conditions of Sale and Business constitute the contract between Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA (the “Auctioneer”) and the seller, on the one hand, and
the buyer on the other. By bidding at the auction, you agree to be bound by these terms.
INFORMATION FOR BUYERS
1. Introduction. The following informative notes are intended to
those inexperienced or new to our salerooms. All sales are
Conditions of Sale which are readily available for inspection
catalogues. Our staff will be happy to help you if there is
understand.

assist Buyers, particularly
conducted on our printed
and normally accompany
anything you do not fully

2. Agency. As auctioneers we usually contract as agents for the seller whose identity, for reasons
of confidentiality, is not normally disclosed. Accordingly if you buy your primary contract is
with the seller.
3. Estimates. Estimates are designed to help buyers gauge what sort of sum might be
involved for the purchase of a particular lot. The lower estimate may represent the reserve
price and certainly will not be below it. Estimates do not include the Buyer’s Premium or
VAT (where chargeable). Estimates are prepared some time before the sale and may be
altered by announcement before the sale. They are in no sense definitive.
4. Buyer’s Premium. The Buyer agrees to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer price of
each lot purchased. The buyer’s premium is 20% (24% including VAT) of the hammer price
on each lot up to and including £150,000, plus 12% (14.40% including VAT) for any
amount in excess of £150,000. VAT at the prevailing rate of 20% is added to all of these
premiums and additional charges as defined below.
5. VAT. (*) indicates that VAT is payable b y the purchaser at the standard rate (presently
20%) on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. This
imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European
Union and is not operating the Dealers Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on
importation into the UK. The double symbol (**) indicates that the lot has been imported
from outside the European Union and the present position is that these lots are liable to
a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the gross lot price (i.e. both the hammer price and the buyer’s
premium). Lots which appear without either of the above symbols indicate that no VAT is
payable on the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’
Margin Scheme and it should be noted that the VAT included within the Premium is not
recoverable as input tax.
6. Descriptions and Conditions. All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and
sold as seen. Condition reports are provided on our website or upon request. The absence
of a report does not imply that a lot is without imperfections. The detail in a report will
reflect the estimated value of the lot, and large numbers of such requests received shortly
before the sale may not receive a response to all lots. Members of staff are not trained
restorers or conservators and, particularly for higher value lots, you should obtain an opinion
from such a professional. We recommend that you always view a lot in person.
We are, primarily, agents for the seller. We are dependent on information provided by the
seller and whilst we may inspect lots and act reasonably in taking a general view about them
we are normally unable to carry out a detailed or any examination of lots in order to
ascertain their condition in the way in which it would be wise for a buyer to do. Intending
buyers have ample opportunity for inspection of goods and, therefore, accept responsibility
for inspecting and investigating lots in which they may be interested. Please note carefully
the exclusion of liability for the condition of lots contained in the Conditions of Sale. Neither
the seller nor we, as the auctioneers, accept any responsibility for their condition. In
particular, mechanical objects of any age are not guaranteed to be in working order.
However, in so far as we have examined the goods and make a representation about their
condition, we shall be liable for any defect which that examination ought to have revealed
to the auctioneer but which would not have been revealed to the buyer had the buyer examined
the goods. Additionally, in specified circumstances lots misdescribed because they are
‘deliberate forgeries’ may be returned and repayment made. There is a 3 week time limit.
(The expression ‘deliberate forgery’ is defined in our Conditions of Sale).
7. Electrical goods. These are sold as ‘antiques’ only and if bought for use must be checked
over for compliance with safety regulations by a qualified electrician first.
8. Export of goods. Buyers intending to export goods should ascertain (a) whether an export=
licence is required and (b) whether there is any specific prohibition on importing goods of
that character because, e.g. they may contain prohibited materials such as ivory. Ask us if
you need help.
9. Bidding. Bidders may be required to register before the sale commences and lots will be
invoiced to the name and address on the registration form. Some form of identification
may be required if you are unknown to us. Please enquire in advance about our
arrangements for telephone bidding.
10. Commission bidding. Commission bids may be left with the auctioneers indicating the
maximum amount to be bid excluding buyers’ premium. They will be executed as cheaply
as possible having regard to the reserve (if any) and competing bids. If two buyers submit identical
commission bids the auctioneers may prefer the first bid received. Please enquire in
advance about our arrangements for the leaving of commission bids.
11. Methods of Payment. The following methods of payment are acceptable:
Debit Card drawn on a UK bank and registered to a UK billing address. There is no
additional charge for purchases made with these cards.
Bank transfer direct to our bank account, all transfers must state the relevant
sale number, lot number and your bid / paddle number. If transferring from a foreign
currency, the amount we receive must be the total due in pounds sterling (after currency
conversion and the deduction of any bank charges). Our bank details can be found on the
front or your invoice or in the sale catalogue under ‘Important Notices’.
Sterling cash payments of up to £12,000 (subject to money laundering regulations). All
major UK issued credit cards registered to a UK billing address with the exception of
American Express and Diners Club.
Collection and storage. Please note what the Conditions of Sale state about collection
and storage. It is important that goods are paid for and collected promptly. Any delay may
involve the buyer in paying storage charges.
12. Droit de suite royalty charges. From 1st January 2012 all UK art market professionals
(which includes but is not limited to; auctioneers, dealers, galleries, agents and other
intermediaries) are required to collect a royalty payment for all works of art that have been
produced by qualifying artists each time a work is re-sold during the artist’s lifetime and for
a period up to 70 years following the artists death. This payment is only calculated on
qualifying works of art which are sold for a hammer price more than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 1,000 – the UK sterling equivalent will fluctuate in line with prevailing
exchange rates.
It is entirely the responsibility of the buyer to acquaint himself with the precise EURO to
UK Sterling exchange rate on the day of the sale in this regard, and the auctioneer accepts
no responsibility whatsoever if the qualifying rate is different to the rate indicated.
All items in this catalogue that are marked with δ are potentially qualifying items, and
the royalty charge will be applied if the hammer price achieved is more than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 1,000.The royalty charge will be added to all relevant buyers’
invoices,

and must be paid before items can be cleared. All royalty charges are passed on to the
Design and Artists Copyright Society (‘DACS’), no handling costs or additional fees with
respect to these charges will be retained by the auctioneers.
The royalty charge that will be applied to qualifying items which achieve a hammer price of
more than the UK sterling equivalent of EURO 1,000, but less than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 50,000 is 4%. For qualifying items that sell for more than the UK
sterling equivalent of EURO 50,000 a sliding scale of royalty charges will apply – for a
complete list of the royalty charges and threshold levels, please see www.dacs.org.uk. There
is no VAT payable on this royalty charge.

TERMS OF CONSIGNMENT FOR SELLERS
1. Interpretation. In these Terms the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to the Seller and if the
consignment of goods to us is made by an agent we assume that the Seller has authorised
the consignment and that the consignor has the Seller’s authority to contract. Similarly the
words ‘we’, ‘us’, etc. refer to the Auctioneers.
2. Warranty. The Seller warrants that possession in the lots can be transferred to the Buyer
with good and marketable title, free from any third party right and encumbrances, claims
or potential claims. The Seller has provided all information concerning the items
ownership, condition and provenance, attribution, authenticity, import or export history
and of any concerns expressed by third parties concerning the same.
3. All commissions and fees are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate.
4. Commission is charged to sellers at the following rates:- please enquire at our salerooms.
5. Removal costs. Items for sale must be consigned to the saleroom by any stated deadline and
at your expense. We may be able to assist you with this process but any liability incurred to a
carrier for haulage charges is solely your responsibility.
6. Loss and damage of goods.
(a) Loss and Damage Warranty - Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA is not authorised by the
FSA to provide insurance to its clients, and does not do so. However Bristol Auction Rooms
/ BCVA for its own protection, assumes liability for property consigned to it at the lower
pre-sale estimate until the hammer falls. To justify accepting liability, Bristol Auction Rooms
/ BCVA makes a charge of 1.5% of the hammer price plus VAT, subject to a minimum
charge of £1.50, or if unsold 1.5% of our lower estimate. The liability assumed by Bristol
Auction Rooms / BCVA shall be limited to the lower pre- sale estimate or the hammer
price if the lot is sold.
(b) If the owner of the goods consigned instructs us in writing not to take such action, the goods
then remain entirely at the owners risk unless and until the property in them passes to
the Buyer or they are collected by or on behalf of the owner, and clause 6 (a) is
inapplicable.
7. Illustrations. The cost of any illustrations is borne by you. If we consider that the Lot should
be illustrated your permission will be asked first. The copyright in respect of such
illustrations shall be the property of us, the auctioneers, as is the text of the catalogue.
8. Minimum bids and our discretion. Goods will normally be offered subject to a reserve agreed
between us before the sale in accordance with clause 9. We may sell Lots below the reserve
provided we account to you for the same sale proceeds as you would have received had the
reserve been the hammer price. If you specifically give us a “discretion” we may accept a bid
of up to 10% below the formal reserve.
9. Reserves.
(a) You are entitled to place prior to the auction a reserve on any lot consigned, being the
minimum hammer price at which that lot may be sold. Reserves must be reasonable
and we may decline to offer goods which in our opinion would be subject to an
unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry the storage and loss and damage warranty
charges stipulated in these Terms of Consignment).
(b) A reserve once set cannot be changed except with our consent.
(c) Where a reserve has been placed only we may bid on your behalf and only up to the
reserve (if any) and you may in no circumstances bid personally.
(d) Reserves are not usually accepted for lots expected to realise below £100
10. Electrical items. These are subject to detailed statutory safety controls. Where such items
are accepted for sale you accept responsibility for the cost of testing by external contractors.
Goods not certified as safe by an electrician (unless antiques) will not be accepted for sale.
They must be removed at your expense on your being notified. We reserve the right to
dispose of unsafe goods as refuse, at your expense.
11. Soft furnishings. Soft furnishings. The sale of soft furnishings is strictly regulated by
statute law in the interests of fire safety. Goods found to infringe safety regulations will not
be offered and must be removed at your expense. We reserve the right to dispose of unsafe
goods as refuse, at your expense.
The rights of disposal referred to in clause 10 and 11 are subject to the provisions of The
Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977, Schedule 1, a copy of which is available for
inspection on request
12. Descriptions. Please assist us with accurate information as to the provenance etc. of
goods where this is relevant. There is strict liability for the accuracy of descriptions under
modern consumer legislation and in some circumstances responsibility lies with sellers if
inaccuracies occur. We will assume that you have approved the catalogue description of
your lots unless informed to the contrary. Where we are obliged to return the price to the
buyer when the lot is a deliberate forgery under Condition 15 of the Conditions of Sale and
we have accounted to you for the proceeds of sale you agree to reimburse us the sale proceeds.
13. Unsold. Unsold. If an item is unsold it may at our discretion be re-offered at a future sale.
Where in our opinion an item is unsaleable you must collect such items from the saleroom
promptly on being so informed. Otherwise, storage charges may be incurred. We reserve
the right to charge for storage in these circumstances at a reasonable daily rate.
14. Withdrawn and bought in items. These are liable to incur a charge of 15% commission,
1.5 % Loss and Damage Warranty and any other costs incurred including but not limited to
illustration and restoration fees all of these charges being subject to VAT on being bought
in or withdrawn after being catalogued.
15. Conditions of Sale. You agree that all goods will be sold on our Conditions of Sale. In
particular you undertake that you have the right to sell the goods either as owner or agent
for the owner. You undertake to compensate us and any buyer or third party for all losses
liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of and as a result of any breach of this
undertaking. We will also, at our discretion, and as far as practicable, confirm that an
item consigned for sale does not appear on the Art Loss register, which is administered by
an independent third party.
16. Authority to deduct commission and expenses and retain premium and interest.
(a) You authorise us to deduct commission at the stated rate and all expenses incurred
for your account from the hammer price and consent to our right to retain beneficially
the premium paid by the buyer in accordance with our Conditions of Sale and any
interest earned on the sale proceeds until the date of settlement.

(b) You authorise us in our discretion to negotiate a sale by private treaty not later than the
close of business 48 hours after the day of sale in the case of lots unsold at auction, in
which case the same charges will be payable as if such lots had been sold at auction
and so far as appropriate these Terms apply.
17. Warehousing. We disclaim all liability for goods delivered to our saleroom without sufficient
sale instructions and reserve the right to make minimum warehousing charge of £10 per
lot per day. Unsold lots are subject to the same charges if you do not remove them within a
reasonable time of notification. If not removed within three weeks we reserve the right to
sell them and defray charges from any net proceeds of sale or at your expense to consign
them to the local authority for disposal.
18. Settlement. After sale settlement of the net sum due to you normally takes place within 28
days of the sale (by crossed cheque to the seller) unless the buyer has not paid for the
goods. In this case no settlement will then be made but we will take your instructions in the
light of our Conditions of Sale. You authorise any sums owed by you to us on other
transactions to be deducted from the sale proceeds. You must note the liability to reimburse
the proceeds of sale to us as under the circumstances provided for in Condition 12 above.
You should therefore bear this potential liability in mind before parting with the proceeds
of sale until the expiry of 28 days from the date of sale.

CONDITIONS OF SALE
Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA carries on business with bidders, buyers and all those present in the
auction room prior to or in connection with a sale on the following General Conditions and on such
other terms, conditions and notices as may be referred to herein.
1. Definitions
In these Conditions:
(a) “auctioneer” means the fi m of Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA or its authorised auctioneer, as
appropriate;
(b) “deliberate forgery” means an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to
authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source but which is unequivocally
described in the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator and which at the
date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been in
accordance with the description;
(c) “hammer price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the
auctioneer brings down the hammer;
(d) “terms of consignment” means the stipulated terms and rates of commission on which Bristol
Auction Rooms / BCVA accepts instructions from sellers or their agents;
(e) “total amount due” means the hammer price in respect of the lot sold together with
any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable and any additional charges payable by a
defaulting buyer under these Conditions;
(f) ) “sale proceeds” means the net amount due to the seller, being the hammer price
of the lot sold less commission at the stated rate, Value Added Tax chargeable and
any other amounts due to us by the seller in whatever capacity and however arising;
(g) “You”, “Your”, etc. refer to the buyer as identified in Condition 2.
(h) The singular includes the plural and vice versa as appropriate.

(a) to proceed against you for damages for breach of contract;
(b) to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by us to you;
(c) to resell the Lot (by auction or private treaty) in which case you shall be responsible for
any resulting deify in the total amount due (after crediting any part payment and adding
any resale costs). Any surplus so arising shall belong to the seller;
(d) to remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense and, in the case of storage, either at
our premises or elsewhere;
(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due to the
extent it remains unpaid for more than 3 working days after the sale;
(f) ) to retain that or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the total amount due;
(g) to reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or to impose conditions
before any such bids shall be accepted;
(h) to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to you towards
the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise a lien (that is a right to retain possession
of ) any of your property in our possession for any purpose until the debt due is satisfied.
(2) We shall, as agent for the seller and on our own behalf pursue these rights and remedies
only so far as is reasonable to make appropriate recovery in respect of breach of these
conditions
9. Third party liability. All members of the public on our premises are there at their own risk and
must note the lay-out of the accommodation and security arrangements. Accordingly neither
the auctioneer nor our employees or agents shall incur liability for death or personal injury
(except as required by law by reason of our negligence) or similarly for the safety of the
property of persons visiting prior to or at a sale.
10. Commission bids. Whilst prospective buyers are/\strongly advised to attend the auction and are
always responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be assumed to have
carefully inspected and satisfied themselves as to its condition we will if so instructed
clearly and in writing execute bids on their behalf. Neither the auctioneer nor our
employees or agents shall be responsible for any failure to do so.
Where two or more commission bids at the same level are recorded we reserve the right in
our absolute discretion to prefer the final bid so made.
11. Warranty of title and availability. The seller warrants to the auctioneer and you that the
seller is the true owner of the property consigned or is properly authorised by the true
owner to consign for sale and is able to transfer good and marketable title to the property
free from any third party claims.
12. Agency. The auctioneer normally acts as agent
default by sellers or buyers.

only

and disclaims any

responsibility

for

13. Terms of sale. The seller acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these
Conditions in their entirety and on the Terms of Consignment as notified to the consignor
at the time of the entry of the Lot.
14. Descriptions and condition

2. Bidding procedures and the Buyer
(a) Bidders are required to register their particulars before bidding and to
security arrangements before entering the auction room to view or bid;

(1) If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with these Conditions
or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, we, as agent for the seller and on our
own behalf, shall at our absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other rights we
may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights and remedies:

satisfy

any

(b) the maker of the highest bid accepted by the auctioneer conducting the sale shall be |
the buyer at the hammer price and any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the
auctioneer’s absolute discretion by reoffering the Lot during the course of the auction
or otherwise. The auctioneer shall act reasonably in exercising this discretion.
(c) Bidders shall be deemed to act as principals.
(2) Our right to bid on behalf of the seller is expressly reserved up to the amount of any
reserve and the right to refuse any bid is also reserved.
3. Increments. Bidding increments shall be at the auctioneer’s sole discretion.
4. The purchase price. together with a premium thereon of 28.8% which shall include VAT on
the premium at the rate imposed by law. The buyer will also be liable for any royalties
payable under Droit de Suite as set out under Information for Buyers.
5. Value Added Tax. Value Added Tax on the hammer price is imposed by law on all items
affixed with an asterisk or double asterisk. Value Added Tax is charged at the appropriate
rate prevailing by law at the date of sale and is payable by buyers of relevant Lots. (Please
refer to “Information for Buyers” for a brief explanation of the VAT position).
6. Payment
(1) Immediately a Lot is sold you will:
(a) give to us, if requested, proof of identity, and
(b) pay to us the total amount due or in such other way as is agreed by us.
(2) Any payments by you to us may be applied by us towards any sums owing from you to
us on any account whatever without regard to any directions of you or your agent, whether
express or implied.
(3) Buyers who utilise the services of ATG Live Auctions or any other live internet services
are hereby informed that the payment method details that are provided to ATG Live
Auctions or any other live internet services as part of the process of registration will, in
the absence of compliance with paragraph (1) of this clause, be utilised by us to settle any amounts
owing by such buyers to us.
7. Title and collection of purchases
(1) The ownership of any Lots purchased shall not pass to you until you have made payment
in full to us of the total amount due.
(2) You shall at your own risk and expense take away any lots that you have purchased and
paid for not later than 3 working days following the day of the auction or upon the
clearance of any cheque used for payment after which you shall be responsible for any
removal, storage and insurance charges.
(3) No purchase can be claimed or removed until it has been paid for.
8. Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA do not operate a packaging and postal service. Successful buyers
must make these arrangements independently, though the saleroom may be able to suggest
specialist shipping companies who can advise buyers, this advice is not a recommendation
and the saleroom is not liable for any aspect of the packaging and shipping process. Remedies
for non-payment or failure to collect purchases

(1) Whilst we seek to describe lots accurately, it may be impractical for us to carry out
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Prospective buyers are given ample opportunities
to view and inspect before any sale and they (and any independent experts on their behalf )
must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any description applied to a lot. Prospective
buyers also bid on the understanding that, inevitably, representations or statements by us
as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion shall be honestly and
reasonably held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Subject
to the foregoing neither we the auctioneer nor our employees or agents nor the seller accept
liability for the correctness of such opinions and all conditions and warranties, whether
relating to description, condition or quality of lots, express, implied or statutory, are
hereby excluded. This Condition is subject to the next following Condition concerning deliberate
forgeries and applies save as provided for in paragraph 6“information to buyers”.
(2) Private treaty sales made under these Conditions are deemed to be sales by auction for purposes
of consumer legislation.
15. Forgeries. Notwithstanding the preceding Condition, any Lot which proves to be a deliberate forgery
(as defi
may be returned to us by you within 21 days of the auction provided it is in
the same condition as when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the
relevant catalogue description and a written statement of defects. If we are satisfied from the
evidence presented that the Lot is a deliberate forgery we shall refund the money paid by you
for the Lot including any buyer’s premium provided that (1) if the catalogue description refl ted
the accepted view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale or
(2) you personally are not able to transfer a good and marketable title to us, you shall have
no rights under this condition.
The right of return provided by this Condition is additional to any right or remedy provided
by law or by these Conditions of Sale.
General
16. We shall have the right at our discretion, to refuse admission to our premises or attendance
at our auctions by any person.
17. (1) Any right to compensation for losses liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of and
as a result of any breach of these Conditions and any exclusions provided by them shall
be available to the seller and/or the auctioneer as appropriate.
(2) Such rights and exclusions shall extend to and be deemed to be for the b e n e f i t of
employees and agents of the seller and/or the auctioneer who may themselves enforce them.
18. Any notice to any buyer, seller, bidder or viewer may be given by first class mail, email or
Swiftmail in which case it shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee 48
hours after posting.
19. Special terms may be used in catalogue descriptions of particular classes
which case the descriptions must be interpreted in accordance with
appearing at the commencement of the catalogue.

of items in
any glossary

20. Any indulgence extended to bidders, buyers or sellers by us notwithstanding the strict
terms of these Conditions or of the Terms of Consignment shall affect the position at the
relevant time only and in respect of that particular concession only; in all other respects
these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect.
21. English law applies to the interpretation of these Conditions.

UPCOMING AUCTIONS 2019
Wed 28th August

TIMED ONLINE SALE - Technology
Staggered Finish from 10am
VIEWING for this sale only
Tuesday 27th August 10am-4pm

Thurs 5th September Silver, Jewellery, Antiques
and Furnishings

10am

Wed 11th September Day One: Fragrances, Jewellery,
Gifts, Clothing and Alcohol

10am

Thurs 12th September Day Two: Hand Tools, Sport and
Leisure, Catering and Vehicles

10am

Wed 25th September TIMED ONLINE SALE - Technology
Staggered Finish from 10am
VIEWING for this sale only
Tuesday 24th September 10am-4pm
Viewing the Day Before 10.30am – 6pm and Day of Sales from 9am
Catalogues available online a week prior to each sale.

FREE ANTIQUE AND COLLECTABLES AUCTION VALUATIONS
Every Monday and Friday between 1pm - 4.30pm
Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off Hungerford Road)
Brislington, Bristol BS4 5HP
(No Appointment Necessary)
Further information available online
www.thebcva.com / www.bristolauctionrooms.co.uk
0117 953 3676 info@thebcva.co.uk (Commercial Assets)
0117 9531603 info@bristolauctionrooms.co.uk (Antique & Later Furnishings)

